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Introduction
Dish/Stirling's Contribution to Solar Dish/Stirling systems, the subject of illis report, form a

Thermal Electric Technology solar thermal electric technology that can play an im-
portant role in meeting these anticipated power genera-
tion demands.

Considerable worldwide electrical generation capacity
will be added before the end of this century and during Solar thermal electric power generating systems incor-
the first decade of the twenty-first century (US DOE, porate three different design architectures:
199I and I)I.R et al., 1992). Many of the new and

replacement power plants providing this capacity are (I) lim'-fbcus systems that concentrate sunlight onto
expected to be located in regions with large amounts of tubes running along the line of focus of a parabolic-
sunshine. Furthermore, much of this capacity growth shaped reflective trough
will occur in areas where power grid infrastructure for
distribution of electricity from large central power (2) point-focus centnfl receiver (power tower) systems
plants does not exist. Environmental concerns about that use large fields of sun-tracking reflectors
pollution and carbon dioxide generation are becoming (heliostats) to concentrate sunlight on a receiver
driving forces in the selection of the technologies suit- placed on top of a tower
able for this buildul). Therefore, a significant fraction of
this new and replacement electric power generation (3) l_oint-focus dish systems that use parabolic dishes to

capacity can and should be produced using solar reflect light into a receiver at the dish's focus.
e lect ric technologies.

F,xceptional performance has been demonstrated by

Studies show that solar thermal electric technology can dishlStirling systems, which belong to the third design
play a significant role in meeting the demand for clean architecture described above. In 1984, the Advanco
electric power: Vanguard-I system, using a 2S-kW_, Stirling engine,

converted sunlight to electrical energy with 29.4%

• The results of a (.]erman government/industry efficiency (net). This system conversion efficiency still
study of growth in demand for new electricity and stands as the record for all solar-to-electric systems.
plant replacement in the Mediterranean area indi-
cate that, even using "cautious assuml)tions," it is All three of the above solar thermal elecl ric technologies

technically and economically possible to integrate have proven themselves as practical answers to con-
3.5 GW,,of solar thermal power plant OUtl_Ut into terns about instabilities in the supt_ly of traditional

these national supply grids by the year 2005 and power plant fuels and environmental degradation. To-

23 (;W_, by the year 2(i)25 (1)I.R et al., 1992). day line-focus concentrators l)redominate in commer-
cial solar power generation and are being considered for

,, A United States Department of Energy (1)(.)E) study applications in developing countries where mature lech-
predicts that the U.S. will require apl_roximately nologies are required (U.S. I)()I",, 1993). llowever, point-
I00 GW_.of new electric power generating capacity focus concentrator systems, such as power towers and
before the end of this century and an ad_litional dish/Stirling systems, can achieve higher conversion
9() GW_, in the first decade of the next centul. (U.S. efficiencies than can line-focus covlcentrators because
I)OE, 1991 ). I)()E projects total installation of ow'r they operate at higher temperatures.
8 GW_. worldwide of solar electric technologies by
the year 200() (U.S. l)C)l:., 1992), and believes that While central receiver systems are projected to reach

muchofthisnewcal)acitycanbecreatedusingsolar sizes of I()0 to 200 MW_., dish/Stirling sysiems are
thermal electric technology (U.S. I)()I:,, 1997,). smaller, typically al_out S tc_2S kWh..At lhis size, ¢_nec._r

l



a few systems are ideal for stand-alone or other decen- many of the performance parameter values -- for ex-
tralized applications, such as replacement of diesel ample, those dealing with heat flux and temperature
generators. Dish/Stifling plants with outputs from 1 to are difficult to define with single values and therefore
20 MW_, are expected to meet moderate-scale grid- should be considered representative.
connected applications (Klaiss et al., 1991).

Small clusters of dish/Stirling systems could be used
in place of utility line extensions, and dish/Stifling
systems grouped together could satisfy load-center/
demand-side power options (<10 MW_,). In addition,
they can be designed to run on fossil fuels for operation
when there is no sunshine. Dish/Stirling systems have
been identified as a technology that has the potential of
meeting cost and reliability requirements for wide-
spread sales of solar electric power generating systems
(Stine, 1987).

Report Overview

This report surveys the emerging dish/Stirling technol-
ogy. It documents _ using consistent terminology
the design characteristics of dish concentrators, receiv-
ers, and Stifling engines applicable to solar electric
power generation, l)evelopment status and operating
experience for each system and an o, erview of dish/
Stirling technology are also presented. This report en-
ables comparisons of concentrator, receiver, and engine
technologies. Specifications and performance data are

presented on systems and on components that are in
use or that could be used in dish/Stifling systems.

This report is organized into two parts:i

• The first part (Chapters 1 through 4) provides an
overview of dish/Stirling technology _ the dish/
Stirling components (concentrator, receiver, and
engi ne/alternator), current technology, basic theory,

and technology development.

° The second part (Chapters 5 through 7) provides a
detailed survey of the existing dish/Stirling concen-
trators, receivers, and engine/alternators.

Some of the performance and design parameters found
in this report have been gathered from a wide range of
sources. Every attempt has been made to ensure the

reliability and accuracy of this information, l lowever,

2
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• The Dish/Stirling Solar Electric
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Chapter 1: The Dish/Stirting Solar Eiecti"ic
Generating System

A solar dish/Stirling electric power generation system • The Stirling engine consists of a sealed system filled

consists of a concave parabolic solar concentrator (or with a working gas (typically hydrogen or helium)

dish), a cavity receiver, and a Stifling heat engine with that is alternately heated and cooled. It is called a

an electric generator or alternator (Figure l-l). The roles working gas because it is continually recycled inside

of these components are as follows: the engine and is not consunied. Tile engine works
by compressing the working gas when it is cool, and

• A sun-tracking system rotates the solar concentrator expanding it when it is hot. More power is produced

about two axes to keep its optical axis pointed by expanding the hot gas than is required to corn-

directly toward the sun. The concentrator's shape press the cool gas. This action produces a rising and

allows the concentrator to reflect the sun's rays into falling pressure on the engine's piston, the motion

a cavity receiver located at the concentrator's focus, of which is converted into mechanical power. Some

Stirling engines rely on a separate electric generator

• The cavity receiver absorbs the concentrated solar or alternator to convert the mechanical power into

energy. Thermal energy then heats the working gas electricity, while others integrate the alternator into

in the Stirling engine, the engine. The resulting engine/alternator with its

Stirling Engine
and Alternator

Receiver Concentrator

Figure 1-1. Artist's conception of a dish/Stirling system showing its three basic components: concentrator, receiver,
and enginealternator.

5



Chapter 1

ancillary equipment is often called a converter or a

power conversion unit. Center Mirror
Support

An introductory discussion of these three components Truss (8 Pieces)

follows. Chapter 3 explains basic theory of operati()n of Mirror Facets
the three dish/Stirling components.

PowerConversion

Unit (PCU) Elevation Support

Concentrators , Elevation Drive ,.
II-[_Llf] PCU Frame "_
.... ,l_ Actuator. _

_.==_',.,Beam _ _//
Solar concentrators used for dish/Stirling applications \ _ _,, ..... -_-_ ._vv..

are generally point-focus parabolic dish concentrators. "_,i ....._"_._.I ,."

A reflective surface- metallized glass or plastic- PCU supPort\"_ ........:'*"
reflects incident sunlight to a small region called the Pedestal
focus. Because they concentrate solar energy in two

....

dimensions, these collectors track the stin's path along Section
two axes.

1"he size of the solar collector (i.e., concentrator) for Figure 1-2. l:oceted parabolic dish concentrator with

dish/Stirling systems is determined by the power truss support.

output desired at maximum insolation levels (nomi-

nally 1,()00 W/m2) and the collector and power-conver-

sion efficiencies. With current technologies, a S-kW_. Some concentrators for dish/Stifling systems used mul-

dish/Stifling system requires a dish of approximately tiple spherically shaped mirror facets supported by a

S.S meters (18 feet) in diameter, and a 2S-kW(. system truss structure (Figure 1-2), with each facet individually

requires a dish approximately 10 meters (33 feet) in aimed so as to apl)roximate a paraboloid. This approach

diameter, to concentrator design makes very high focusing accu-
racy possible.

Concentrators use reflective surfaces of aluminunl or

silver, deposited either on the front or back surface of A recent innovation in solar concentrator design is the

glass or plastic. Thin-glass mirrors with a silvered back use of stretched nlembranes. Here, a thin reflective

surface have been used in the past. Some currentdesigns membrane is stretched across a rim (or hoop), with a

use thin polymer films with aluminum or silver depos- second membrane closing off the space behind. A par-

ited on either the front or back surface of the film. tial vacuum is drawn in this space, bringillg the reflec-

tive membrane into an apl)r()ximately spherical shape.

The ideal shape for the reflecting surface of a solar If many facets are used (as shown in Figure 1-1), their

concentrator is a paraboloid. (See Chapter 3 for a discus- focal region will be a nunlber ()f facet diameters away,

si()n of the paraboloid.) This shape is ideal because a and the spherical shape of the facets provides adequate

reflecting paraboloid concentrates all solar radiation solar concentration for dish/Stirling apt)lications.

coming directly from the sun to a very small region at

the concentrator's focal point. In practice, however, it is if only one or a few stretched membranes are used

often easier to fabricate multiple spherically shaped (Figure 1-3), the surface shape should approximate a

surfaces. Spherically shaped surfaces also concentrate paraboloid. This apl)roxinlati()n can be achieved by

solar radiation. As ('hapter 3 explains, the focusing initially forming the n]eml)rane into a near l)arab()ioid,

capability of sl)herically shaped mirrors appr()aches and using the pressure difference between front and

that of a paraboloid-shaped mirror when the region back to support the surface and maintain its shape.

of c()ncentration is many mirr()r diameters away

from the reflecting surface (i.e., the mirror is only In addition to having adequate reflective materials and

slightly curved), shal)e, effective dish/Stirling concentrat()rs focus the

6



The Dish/Stirling Solar Electric Generating System

f ............................................................................................

Re_:eivc-_r.,
i

i PolarAxis PolarTracking
i Support Structure Axis
! Reflective Membrane
l . .." ...,, Declination.. l'he receiver has two tunctiot)s: (I) al_sorl_its nlucl_ oi
i _'N., _::...z_:_"_. Track,ng Ax,s

//_ _, ...._-_,_f_.,.. , tilt.' solar radiation reflected lw tile ct,ltcetttt'att)r as• . ,,

/7/'/_ "S ,\'',vT'_ Rece, erand possible and (2)t,'a,lsfe," this ene,'gy as heat t() tile

i //\\_ _//_'_ ! , \\ _ _ Engine/Alternator engine's working gas.
1 11\-'2, , !'. '_!_ \ ''._
i _ i !, _, \ W]/,_'-; Althougha perfect reflectinglX_,'al,oloid reflectsl,a,allel' I1%11 , -. Rim ,. \ _//_/"

i _=_ P r !if/ Dec naton Axis rays. t()a |)oint, tile suil s rays tire II()L quite parallel', ':. - ola .' .
.4¢i II "_/ , ", ,,:;', ^,,;,. _ l//J gnveMotor bel.'aLisethe sun is not a point source. Also, ally real(_e==:==_ , ,', _^,o " { I ;'/

,u .,_, Drive / // Pedestal concentrator is not perfectly shaped. "l'lleretore, c<_l)-
_____.i,_ .v _,.. _::.Gear ,/..L._,..d'_ Support centrated radiation at the focus is distributed over a

I "_'_ _:'"d _''- "_" ';_L Grade Sillall l'e_J()ll- with the highest £()ilCelltra|}()!l of flux i11

F-_ . _ x,.._, the center, decreasing extxmentially towards the edge.l ........ -'_ ] Polar Axis --L _-_]--]i
I Drive Receivers for disll/Stirling systems are cavity receivers!
1.......................................................................................................................................................with a small opening (aperture) thrt)ugh which colwen-

trated sunlight enters. The absorber is placed behil)d the
Figure 1.3. Siretched-membraneparabolic dish aperture to reducethe intensity otcol,,centrated solarflux.
concentrator. The insulated cavity between the aperture and al_s()rber

reduces the amount of heat It)st. The receiver alx.,rture is
optimized tt) be just large enough t()adtnit most of tile

maximum available light by tracking the sun's path. in concentrated sunlight t)ut small enough to)limit radiation!
order to track the sun, concentrators must he capable of and convection loss (.";tineand ! tarrigat), 1985).
moving about two axes. (;enerally, there ;ire two ways
of implementing, this, both having advantages: In a receiver, two methods are used t() transfer absorbed

solar radiation to the working gas of aStirling engine.In
• The firstisazimuth-elevationtracking,inwhichthe thefirsttypeofreceiver,thedirectlyilluminatedtube

dishrotatesina planeparallelto theearth(azi- receiver,smalltubesthroughwhich theengine'swt_rk-
muth) and in an()ther plane pert)endicular t() it ing gas fh)ws are l)laced directly in the concentrated
(elevation). This gives the collector up/down and solar flux region ()f the receiver (Figure i-4). l'he tulles
left/right rotations. P,otati()nai rates al_out both form the al_sorher surface. The ()ti_er type ()f receiver
axes w_ry thr()ughout the day but are predictable, uses a liquid-metal intermediate heal-transfer fluid (Fig-

'i'he faceted concentrator in I.igure 1-2 uses an tires 1-S and !-6). i'he liquid metal is vaporized _m tlw
azimuth-elevati(_n tracking mectlanism, abs_)rber surface and condenses ()n tubes carrying the

engine's working gas. l'his sec()nd tyt)e ()f receiver is
• in the polar tracking metht)d, the collectt)r rotates called a reflux receiver hecause t l_eval)¢)r condenses at_d

at)t)ut an axis l)arallel to the earth's axis of rotation, flows back t{) I)e heated again.
The c()llect()r r()tates at a constant rate ()f 15 degrees
per hour, the same rotati(m rate as the earth's. The For receiver designs in which liquid metal is used as ,in
other axis (ff rotation, the declinati()n axis, is per- intermediate heat transfer fluid, tvvt)nwth()dsofst_Pl)lY-
pendicular to the p()lar axis. Movement alx)ut this ing liquid metal to theal)sorl)er are under tlew.'l()lm)el)l:
axisoccurssh)wlyar)dvariesby+2:'l l /2 degreesover po()l Ix)tiers a_]d heat pipes. Witl) the first n)eth()d, a
a year (a n]aximt|m rate ()f ().()16 degrees per hour), pool (_t liquid metal is always i_ _.()llt;.icl v,,iti_ the
The stretched-membrane co_centrat()r in I:igure 1-3 abst)rbing surface, as sl_t)wn i_] I:igure I-S. "lhe sec()nd

uses i_polar tracking mechanism, ineth()d i_voives a wick attacl]ed t() ti)e I)ack ()I the
absorber. "l't)e cilpillary l<)rces in ttle wick draw liquid

.'SeeStine and Ilarriga_ (1985) and Adkins (1987) fl_r n_etal ()ver the surface ()t the al)s{)ri_er, wllere it
discussion of tracking meth()ds, vap()rizes. 'l'his lnetl)od is illustrated i_! Figure I-_'_.
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Chapter 1

Engines

The Stirling engine was patented in 1816 by the Rev.

Robert Stifling, a Scottish minister, and the first solar

application of record was by John Ericsson, the famous
British/American inventor, in 1872. Since its invention,

prototype Stifling engines have been developed for Receiver/Engine
automotive purposes; they have also been designed and Interface
tested for service in trucks, buses, and boats (Walker,

1973). 1"he Stifling engine has been proposed as a Insulation
propulsion engine in yachts, passenger ships, and road

vehicles such as city buses (Meijer, 1992). The Stifling

engine has also been developed as an underwater power Liquid

unit for submarines, and the feasibility of using the - Sodium
Stifling engine for high-power spaceborne systems has Apertuie

been explored by NASA (West, 1986). ReceiverSurface

In theory, the Stirling engine is the most efficient device

for converting heat into mechanical work; however, it

requires high temperatures. Because concentrating so-

lar collectors can produce the high temperatures neces-

sary for efficient power production, the Stirling engine

and the concentrating solar collector are a good match

for the production of electricity from the sun.

Figure 1.5. Reflux pool.boiler receiver.

Figure 1-4. Directly illuminated tube receiver. Figure 1.6. Reflux heat-pipe receiver.



The Dlsh/Stirllng Solar Electric Generating System

An efficient engine provides more output for a given choice, generally results in me)re eIficiellt ellgines thatl

size concentrator, leading to lower-cost electricity. The does helium (Walker, 1_)8()). l lelium, ¢_ll tile olher iland,

high-efficiency Stirling engine is the leading candidate has fewer material comimtihility l_rohlems azld is safer to

for concentrating parabolic dish solar concentrators, work with. I

Because Stirling en_,ine efficiency increases with hot

end temperature, it i,',a goal to operate engines at as high To maximize power, engines typically operate at high

a temperature as possible. Temperatures beyond the pressure, in the range of S to 20 MPa (725 to 2900 psi).

operating capabilit,es ¢)f existing engines are easily Operaticm at these high gas pressures makes gas sealing

obtained by solar concentration. Stifling engin_ s there- difficult, and seals between the high pressure regioll ¢)1'

tk)re generally operate at the thermal limits of the materi- the engine aiid those parts at ambient pressure have

als used for their construction. Typical temperatures been l)rol_lenlatic in some engines. New designs to

range from 650 ° to 800°C (1200 ° to 1470°1"), resulting, in reduce or eliminate this problenl are currently being

engine conversion efficiencies of around 3()% to 40%. developed.

Because of their high heat-transfer capabilities, hydrogen l:,ngine designs for dish/Stirling applications are usu-

and helium have been used as the working gas for dish/ ally categorized as either kinematic or free-piston

Stiriing engines. Hydrogen, thermodynamically a better (Figures 1-7 and 1-8, respectively). The power piston of

Crankshaft
'" Crankcase

Connectin Cross Head
Rod ..-

. "

Drive Piston Rod
Shaft Seal

Cylinder Piston Rod
Block ....

Oil Tank

Cooler

Regenerator

" Piston

Assembly

.......Cylinder
Head

,

Heater Tubes

(Absorber)

Cavity

Figure 1-7. Kinematic Stirring engine with a directly illuminated tube receiver.



Chapter 1

Displacer Power Gas Springs

AC PowerOutput
Piston

LiquidSodium

Figure 1-8. Free-piston Stirling engine with linear alternator and liquid-metal heat-pipe receiver.

a kinematic Stirlingengine is mechanically connected therefore, in the design of dish/Stirling engines is to

to a rotating output shaft. If there is a separate gas reduce the potential for wear in critical components or

displacer piston, it is also mechanically connected to create novel ways for them to perform their tasks.

the output shaft.

The power piston of a free-piston Stirling engine is not

mechanically connected to an output shaft. It bounces

alternately between the space containing the working

gas and a spring (usually a gas spring). In most designs,

the displacer piston is also free to bounce on gas or

mechanical springs. Piston frequency and the timing

between the two pistons are established by the dynamics

of the spring/mass system. To extract power, a mag-

net is attached to the power piston and electric power

is generated as it moves past stationary coils. Other

schemes for extracting power from free-piston en-

gines, such as driving a hydraulic pump, have also
been considered.

l)ish/Stirling engine systems require long-life designs.

"1'o make systems economical, a system lifetime of at

least 20 years with minimum maintenance is generally

required. Desired engine lifetimes for electric power

production are 40,000 to 60,000 hours -- approxi-

mately l 0 times longer than that of a typical automotive

internal combustion engine. Me.ior overhaul of ell-

gines, including replacement of seals and bearings, may

be necessary within the 40,000- to 60,()O0-hour lifetime,

which adds to the operating cost. A major challenge,

10



Chapter 2: Current, System I
It was ti_L utitil tllc'c_il eulll_,arg_of i_)771 tliat ni/_dertl 'lllu tillitt, d gtil'lillg ,,\!t (I. Ig,,\lt,) l_l_lc.I 4-_)5 kIarl,. II

dish/,"qirliiig svsiellls calllc, _tnt _ll tIle lal_ral_rv _itl_.l t'llgiwle tixc'tl ill tIlls s\'stc'lll is a I_llr-t'vlillder _Iirli_lY>

l_egallbeii_g develol_ed l_r c_mnlc, lcialal_l_licati_lls,c'llgillc'witl_ a disl_lacctllcnll_ilu5 c.ili_(,_.Hill')li_'r

I'lecausc' disll/gtirlillg svstenls lla\'e liigll s_lar-l_-c, lc,t- cvliildcr. Its t_tir cvlilldc, l's arc, l_arallt,I alld arrallgt'd i_l

triccolwei'si_m ell]cicilc'yand calll_e t]laSS-l_ri_dticcd,a sqtlarc.l'llcvarc iiItcrc'_Itlcclcdlllr_tlglllllt'llcatt'r,

tt]c'y c'al_ he used ill lllodular illstallatit_lls tllat l_r_ - rcgc'ncrat_r, _lll_,l _._l_.'r _ill_.l ust, d_ul_lc'-aciillg l_isl_ll<,.

duce ,Sl() 1()(),()()() kW (it c,lc'c'lrital l)(iwt'r tlCllli tile Still (l:,Jlllc, r sitlt, is llrc'ssurJzc'tl (lllrilig tlJltt, rt'lll i_alls _)1 lilt,

(Slit_c', i_)_}1. l'his cllai)tc, r descril_t,s tlisll/_tirliilg svs- cvclt'.) l'llis is litit'll callcd lilt, ._Jt,liit, li_ arraligt, lilt, lll.

lclliS tlial have I_et, il clc,vc, lllllt, tl _li ltlal arc' t'urrc, illl)' 'l'llt, Wlllkiilg g_i_ is I1vtirllgt, ll (lleliuili clluld als_l tlavt,

l)eilig dc'vc'l(_l)cti. I)c'c'ii u,_t'tl)al a lilaXJllitllll lilt, all wlukiilg I_l't,_tllt , _ll

2() Ml'a (2_}()() llsi) aild len_lic'rlilurc' _ll 72()"C; (133()<'1.').

l{ilglilc' ll_lwt'r is c_)illl(lllt, tt by varyiilg itlc, llrt, sstlrc , _ll

Developed _ystelllS l tie w_rkillg gas. i\ cllillllic'i'cia141_(I..VA( ;, _ll-! iz alicrila-

liH" is t'iHlllc'c'lc'd Ill lilt' tltili_tli sllafl.

l'llis section SUllllllal'JZt's lilt' inaior ._vstelllS alld c'{lliit)/i-

i_C,l_tS thai liavc' had exicrisive lestiilg and rellrc'sC, lli Flit, Attvallc_)/Viillguard sysic, nl's recc'ivc'r is diiecllv

lllilestolleS in tht' tlt'vt'lol_illent of dish/._liriillg s);stc, ills. illuiniilatc, d. Mal_y snlall-dianleic, r ht, alc, r iullc,,,, arraiigc'd

'l'ablc' 2- I SUllllllarizc, s the clesigi_ alld l)erforlllaliCt ' char- ill li t:(mical gC'Olllelry ii_siclc' a cavity absllil) lilt' t_lllCC'li-

acteristic's of these systc, lllS. Si)c'cil:ications alld IllOl't' irated sui_lighi alld ll'ailsfer lit'at direcllv l{_ lilt' livcli'l_-

i detailed descril)tions of each Cl)llll)Ollt'lli art, lli(wided gC'll wiirkillg gas ill the t'llgJllt'.

ill liart il _f this rc,l)Ol't ((]hat_ters 5 tllrougli 7). I",ach of

these svstt'lllS was alert, loped for a tllllllllC'l't'JaI lllarkc'l. M(:Donlletl Douqla__ 2S kVV Sy_t+_'t_l

lll the final analysis, it is generally I)c,lievc, d thai c,cll- Mcl)ollnt, II l)ouglasCkli'll., Ael'_lSllaCt' I)i\'isiiln, lllllull-

ilOllliC_, is ttie kc'v Jsstlc' fi_r the COilililtu'cJalizaiJllll (if tJllgl_)ll I/c,acli, (]alif(ll'llia (MI)A(;), tlevehlllC, d _i2,._-kW,.

dish/Stifling svstc.n]._, dish/,_lirling ',Tsleln illc'_/rl)_lraling lilt' tlililetl Siirliilg

4-_),S Mark il eligJllt' as used in lhc' Vanguard svSlclll.

i _ll-l{]tl{trd 25-I<W gyslelll ._liliWli ill I:igurc, 2-2, six _ll these s),slC,lllS wc, rt, i_l_ltlucc'tt

Atlvallco (]Oll_Ol'atilln tnow de'fuller), buJldiilg _lil lilt' ailtl iilslallc, d al sil_,_ al'llUlltl illc tJnilc'd ,_lait, s l_lr

work dolic, at iheJei I>rol)ulsion I,al)olciloi" 7 (.11'!,), iille- lli)C,l'ati_lllal lc'SlJllg.

gratc, d the 25-kW<. Val]guaid ttish/,_lirlillg sVSlt, nl ill

10_4. It i)l(Ittucc'd the llighc, st i'c,c_lrded llC,t c:tlllVCisJ_lll Mcl)_milc'll I)_ltigla._ _ut)sc, tlUelltlv sold ltic, Inallufaclur-

ill Sulllight illlll c'ic'ctrJcJt)', 2_;.4% (illcludillg t}arasilJc • ing alid illarkc, tJllg iJgllls Illr It lc, svSlelil I(I ._tlllicill

t)llwer) (l)l'tlhcu ai]d ._cluJc,r, I _;I_0). t)illv lille (if tl_esc' (]alJl_liilia I,.di._lll (kl. (S(;I:,)lif I{llSC'lllCad, (;alifllrilia, ill

s).'stculls wa_ buill. l'lic' c_il]i_lc'te x)"dt, lll, Jllslallc'cl al I_)I_{_ (I,_pez aild St_)ilc', i_,l_)]). ,_lutllc'lli (;alil_li'liia

I_,ai]cllll .Mirage, c;aliloi'i]ia, is sli_lwil ill Figul'c, 7-1. l.',clis_n c_lillinucd i_l evaltlalt! aild inlllrovc' lilt' tli._li/

._I i rlii ig _)'xic, lli _.1Ii llc, Jr S(lla r (.)lit, facilil v I lt,[i i Ila i'sl_lw,

l'llc'Vanguartlcllilc'clilral_)ri_ai}l_r_lxilllalc'l)'ll llic, it'l_ (;alJllll'liJa, lllrlltlgh ._l.,I)lc, llllit, r ll}_. (:tlrrt, illl.v,

(3t_ l:eet) il1 diaiilt, lc,r alid is inatlt, ill) ill ;{3f_ lllirrllr fact, l,> ,_lltlihc, rii C:alillirllia l{diS_lll is cli,_l)llsilig _t 1lici r tlisll/

Ill(_unletl ()ll _i lltl._ _truclurc'; cacll fat;c,l lilc,a_tlrC,_ 4.S I))" ._l irlillg _i,_t'l_.

6() fill (]1_ I)V ]4 ill.). "I'IIc fiic'c'is art' sllal)t'tl t_laillglass

willi glas_ I)at'k-._Ulfac;t, iliJll_.ll_ ll_lltlc, tl ll_ lilt, ill. l'tlc' l'llc, _l_-lil.' (_>_44-ti-_) dish tilllt;t, llll'al(>r tl/li._J._l,_ _ll _2

llliri'[)r_i art' illt,tilaliicall), I)t, lll illl(_ a ,,llall_>w _l)lit, rica] '>i}hciJtallv tilrvt'd glas_ illirl'(ir Iatt'l._, t'atll illt'a,,llriilg
ctirv{ilUl'C'. I'wll tliflt, rc'ilt tlirvalUlt,k art' tl_t'tl (ill ltlt' _;I Iw 122 t'lll ({{{i liV 41_ ill.), i:at'c'lx II<iVt' I)llt' Ill livt'

\lal/gUald c_llicC, lilrallli. lrackiilg j,i liv all ililil)\'alivt' tlJlic,lt, lll ttlrvaitlrt, k, clt,I}t, iltlilig_lli lllt, illl)talJllll_lli lilt,

c,x_lt:c,llllJC _iillt)al lliC,cllalli_lll lllal rctlutc,<> illltltit' re- tlJ',ll. 'l'llt'._c' l acclx _.lrt' aliatllt'd alitl aligilt'tl iii lilt'

tlliJrt'ilit'ili', aiitl lli(ivitlt.", ial/id tUlit'rgt'iit)' _.lt,liatkilig. tatl_rv. lllc' iliirrl)r ,>til)l)_)il fiallit' i,i _l_iit,_l al lilt,
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Chapter 2

Table 2- I. Design and Performance Specifications for Dish/Stifling Systems

SYSTEM

iName _Vanguard............. MDAC ...... Gerrnanjsaudi ..... SBP7.S-m CPG7.5.kW Aishl/Miyako .... Sl'M_soiar PCS
iYear 1984 1984-88 1984-88 1991- 1992- 1992- 1993-

Net Electricity* 25 kW 25 kW 52,5 kW 9 kW 7,5 kW 8.5 kW 25 kW(design)
@950 W/m 2 @900 W/m 2

IEfficency* 29.4%@ 760°C 29% - 30% 23.1% 20.3% 19% 16 % --+++
i gas temp. @950 W/m2 @900 W/m 2

I Number 1 6 2 5 3 built,
t 14 planned 3 planned 1

i Locahon(no.) CA CA (4), GA, Riyadh, Saudi Spain (3) CA,TX, PA, Miyako Is, SNL-TBC il
i NV Arabia(2) Germany (2) Japan I

i Status Testing Testing Occasional Testing now Initial testing of Fabrication
I completed completed ops. 5-kW prototype!....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................i
CONCENTRATOR

Diameter** 10.51 m 10.57 m 17 m 7.5 rn 7,3 m 7.5 m
_ t

l

{Type Facetedglass Facetedglass Stretched Stretched Stretched Stretched w I
mirrors mirrors membrane membrane membrane membrane !

No, of Facets 336 82 1 1 24 24"** -- I
Sizeof Facets 0.451x0.603 m 0.91 x1.22 m 17 m dia. 7.5 m dia. 1.524 m dia. 1.524 mdia.

Surface Glass/silver Glass/s;'ver Glass/silveron Glass/silveron Aluminized Aluminized _ I

stainlesssteel stainlesssteel plasticfilm plastic film I
|

Reflectance(initial) 93.5% 91% 92% 94% 85% to 78% 85% to 78% _ !

Concentration+ 2750 2800 600 4000 1670 1540 _ I

Tracking Exocentric Az-el Az-el Polar Polar Polar _ i
!

gimbal {I

Efficiency 89% 88.1% 78.7% 82% 78% 78% _ iJ
.................................................................... ..................................................................................................................................................... I

ENGINE

Manufacturer USAB USAB USAB SPS/Solo Sunpower/CPG Aisin Seiki STM / DDC

Model 4-95 Mk II 4-95 Mk II 4-275 V-160 9.kW NS30A 4-120

Type Kinematic Kinematic Kinematic Kinematic Free-piston Kinematic Kinematic

i Power (elect.) 25 kW 25 kW 50 kW 9 kW 9 kW 30 kW (derated 25 kW

to 8.5 kW)

! Working Gas Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen Helium Helium Helium Helium

i Pressure(max.) 20 MPa 20 MPa 15 MPa 1S MPa 4 MPa 14.5 MPa 12 MPa

Gas Temp. (high) 720°C 720 C 620°C 630 'C 629°C 68 3 *C 720°C {
i !

!Peak Efficiency 41% 38% - 42% 42% 30% 33%++ 25% 42% I
RECEIVER

i......................................Type D_i_rect.tui_e.....................Direci iube..........[)iiect iube...................Direci tube ............sociium.................... Direct tube ........... Directtub-e ....
i irradiation irradiation irra n irradiation heat pipe irradiation irradiation

i Aperture Diameter 20 cm 20 cm 70 cm 12 crn 18 cm 18.5 cm 22 cm

i PeakFlux 75 W/cm 2 78 W/cm 2 50 Wlcm 2 80 W/crn2 30 Wlcm 2 30 W/cm 2 7,5W/cm 2

i Tube Temp. (max.) 810°C ..... 800_'C 850 C 675_'C++++ 780 C 800"C ,

* At 1000 W/m2 unless otherwise noted

** Equivalent disk
*** 32 for temporary high output
+ Geometric concentration ratio, defined in Chapter 3
++ Includes alternator

+++ Depends on concentrator used
++*+ Heat pipe internal temperature (Na vapor)
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Current System Technology

Stirling EngineUnited Stirling
4-95 Solar MKII

i_=n Radiator/Fan
(Focal Plane) '_ Induction Generator
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Quadrapod /] \ .
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Figure 2-1. Advanco/Vanguard 25-kWe dishStifling system.
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Figure 2-2. McDonnell DouglasSouthern CalifornJ'_ Edison 25-kWe dish/Stirling system.
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Chapter 2

I)ottom so tile powercc)nversit_tl unit call I)e lowered fi)r f_mr-cylitlder, doul_le-acting Stirling etTgine with a

servicing. 'l'ITis arrangc, ntettt als_ alh>ws tiT<+'c¢_ncer_tra- disl)lacemetIt of 275 cm:+ (In.8 in .+) per cylinder. Tile

tor drives to lee located near the balance point of the Schlaich dish/Stirling receiver is a directly illuminated
corlcentrat<.n" and p(m.,er c(_tiversic, tT unit. 'l'llc' glass tubereceiw.,rthathasmanysnTall-dianTeterlleatertul_es

reflective surfaces cart I)e washed with C¢_tTvetTtiotTal located itl the back of the receiver cavity to abst_rb the

equil)nTent. "lhis arrartgeznetTt also allows vertical st¢+w- c_tlcetltrated sutllight.
itTg to mirlimize stfilitTg of the glass sttrface of the
COllcent l'at(_l'.

Current Activities

"l'he United StirlitTg 4-q5 Mark 11engine uses Ilydrogen

as the working gas at a set-point temt)erature of 720°(i Tile design and performance of four terrestrial dish/

(1330°1:). At the tnaximum gas pressure of 20 Ml'a Stirling systerns (three complete systems anti one solar

(2900 psi), this engine delivered 2S kW net output at power conversiotT system that can be integrated to a

10()() W/m 2 insolation. The entire Mcl )onnell l)ouglas variety of concentrators) currently being developed are

dish/Stirling system has a maximunT net s_lar-tc,-elec- described l_elow and are also sumnlarized in Table 2-1.

tric efficiency _f 20% to 3{_% (Stone et al., 1993). Specifications and more detailed descriptions of each

component are given in Part I1 of this report.

German/Saudi 50-kW, System
Three 17-meter (,%b-foot) dishes with 50-kW United Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 9-kW

Stifling 4-275 engines were c_mstructed by Schlaich, System
Bergertnann und Part lwr !SBI') of Stuttgart, C;ertnany, Schlaich, Bergermann und l'artner (SBP) of Stuttgart,

and tested with tl_e aid of tlTe (.;erman Aerospace Re- C;ermany, has developed a dish/Stifling system, shown

search l-stablishnTetit (l)l.P,) (Nc_yes, 199()). "i'he first of in Figure 2-4, inct_rporating a single-facet 7.S-meter

these systems was I¢_cated in l+anltx_ldslutusen, (;er- (2S-foot) stretched-meml_rane dish and a 9-kWStirling

many, in 1984, and it was the first large-scale dish/ engine. (.:urrently five of these systems are undergoing

Stirling system t¢_ operate iIT l¢urope. (l'he testing(Kecketal., 199()).

l,alnpoldshausetl Stifling engine is n¢) longer opera-

tional, but the l.amptfldsllausetl concentrator is still "l'he Schlaich concentrator is 7.S meters (25 feet) in

l_eing used for research.)"Fhe other tw¢> systerns, shown diameter at_d is made of a single preformed stainless

in Figure 2-3, are located in tt_e S_lar Village of the Saudi steel stretched rnembrane that is O.23 mm (9 rail) thick.

Arabiat_ Natiotml (_enter for Science and Techr_ology "l'hin-glass mirrors are bonded to the stainless steel

near i(iyadh. "l'he i(i\'adh sw;tems have achieved a net rneml)rane. The tnembrane is prestretched beyond its

electrical output _f 5 3 kW and a solar-tt>electric effi- elastic limit using a combination of water weight on the
ciency of 23'/,, at a_] instflatiott t_l 1()()() W/m?. front and vacuum on the t>ack, to form a nearly ideal

paralxfloid. A slight w_ct_um between the front and back

'l'he Schlaich c_)_ce_trat_r is a single-facet stretched- meml)rane maintains the reflector shape. 'l'he mern-

meml->rane disl_ 17 meters (50 leet t itT diameter. 'l'he brahe drurn is m_mnted in a frame that permits tracking

menTbratTe is a thit_ ().5-n_n_ (2()-_nil) sheet ot stailTless alxmt theeartt_'s polar axis with correcticms forchanges

steel stretched ()_ a rim witlT it sec_)t_dlnemlmtne ()rt the in declination angle.
back {reseml_ling a drum). A vacuun_ I_etween the two

n_enTl_ranes plastically def{_rms the frt_t_t mernl)rane to "l'tw V-16() engine was origillallv produced by StirlitTg

its final shape, wlTiclT is t_eithera tmralxfl_fid n_>rspl]eri- I'_wer Systems (n_w defunct) under a license from

cal. lhit_-glass n_irrt_rs are I)_T¢lect t_ tl_e _netnl_rane. t;tTitedStirlitTgot:gweden(USAB).Sul)sequently, Scl_laich

"lhe Shal)e is tnail]tained Iw a imrtiul \'acut_tn. 'l'he l+,ergermatT_ und l'artner received a license l:rotn USAB

t.()llceiltlat()r is '+el lilt() il flaltle allt_wing azimuth/ and gave a sui)licet_se to S()l() Kleinm()toren ()f

elex'ati()n tracki_g. Sit'_<.telfingetT, (;erinany, f()r Inat_t|l:acturiiTg this engine

(Schiel, 1992). "llTis et_gi_e i_Tct)rl)t)rates a 16()-cn_

ll]e SchlaiclT dish/,";tirli_g svstetp+ I_a:, .:_t its ft)cus a (l()-i_]+) SWel)t v_iulne slTared I_t.'twee_T a c¢>_]_pressi_

t.I.tl_lt.d Stifling 4-275 ellgint' usitlg ITydr_ge_ as tl_e alld expansit)_T cylit_dc'_. 'l'l_is engine uses I_eliun_ as a

',,v()rkit_g gas with n_axit_unl ()l)t.,tati_g c()tlditit)ns t)f w()rkil'_g gas at02,()'+('.( i 17(r'l:). Varyitlg tlTe working gas

()2() (_ (112()' F)a_Td 1,q ._L[I'/-!(2175 psi). l'he 4-275, is a pressuret:r()tn 4 tt)15 Ml'a (58() t(>22()() l)si) c()tTtr()ls the
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Figure 2-3. German/Saudi 50-kWedish/StMing system.
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Chapter 2

engine output power. The engine has an efficiency of system. The rated net electrical output of the produc-
30%. The overall solar-to-electric system conversion tion system will be 7.5 kW e, The 5-kW_ prototype
efficiency is 20.3%. Six of these 7.5-m systems have system is pictured in Figure 2-5. Cummins Power Gen-

been erected. Three are currently in operation at the eration is operating three 5-kW e prototype systems and
Plataforma Solar in Almeria, Spain, with the goal being plans to produce fourteen 7.5-kW e systems for testing
to test the system's long-term reliability under everyday at different locations (Bean and Diver, 1992). The
operating conditions (Schiel, 1992). A fourth Schlaich system's design goal for solar-to-electric efficiency is
dish/Stirling unit is in operation in Pforzheim, Ger- over 19% net (Bean and Diver, 1993).
many. Two more units have been installed in Stuttgart,
Germany: a prototype on the campus of the University The CPG-460 concentrator incorporates 24 stretched-
of Stuttgart (now dismantled) and another unit at the membrane facets mounted on a space frame. Each facet
Center for Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research (ZSW) is 1.52 meters (5 feet) in diameter. Thin O.18-ram (7-rail)
test facility, aluminized polymer membranes are stretched on either

side of a circular rim. A slight vacuum is dra, ¢n between

Cummins Power Generation 7.5-kW System the two membranes to obtain an approxir.iately spheri-
Cummins Power Generation, Inc. (CPG), of Columbus, cal shape. The concentrator incorporates a polar track-
Indiana, a subsidiary of Cummins Engine Company, is ing system.
the first company in the world to put together and
operate on-sun a dish/Stirling system that usesa free- Sunpower, Inc. is developing the 9-kWe free-piston
piston Stirling engine for solar electric power genera- Stirling engine with a linear alternator for use in this
tion. This is also the first application of a liquid-metal system. The working gas is helium at 629°C (1164°F).
heat-pipe receiver. Cummins is currently testing three Because the linear alternator is contained inside the
5-kWe (net) "concept validation" prototypes of this engine housing, the unit can be hermetically sealed

Engine-Receiver

Assembly _r"'- ._/Primary Tripods
"_:Z..,_.7;Ei?""Mechanical Actuator Assy.

_.._'%_ . Main PivotFocal Plane with j_
Flux Sensors ........ -_1 \T / "'-..g. Declination Beam

P°lar Beam lipid'i\ Intermediate Tripod
24.5°C Equinox 1t _\ ....! . <">,...,r Lower Tripod

Cantilever _# "*"-'--._

Control Cabine_ Vacuum
Xrray ",_ Defocus System

.. t_//"'_L[_¢_, /_ ,_,rror _- Pump

Platform

_'/,_'_"'.'-11 Elevation of Cantilever is Mirror Support Structure
_.___1_,1! set to Local Latitude (Space Frame)

:. <

; 17: ,,,

Figure2-5. Cummins Power Generation 5-kWeprototype free-piston engine dishStifling system.
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with only electrical connections penetrating tile casing. As a final note, Aisin has incorl_orated a small (apl)roxi-
Theonlytwomovingpartsarethe powerand thedisplacer mately IO0-W) free-piston dish/Stirling electric generator
pistons. The design life goal of the system is 40,000 hours into _hree solar-powered competition vehicles to aid the
with a 4000-hour mean time between failures. A goal of output of their phot(_voltaic cell arrays. One of the com-

33% for engine/alternator efficiency has also been set. petition vehicles, a solar-powered electric" boat, entered a
race in .lapan in 1988. Another competition vehicle, a

The Cummins Power Generation system incorporates a photovoltaically poweredcar that entered the 1990World
heat-pipe cavity receiver designed by Thermacore, Inc., Solar Challenge race across Australia, also incorporated
that uses sodium as an intermediate heat transfer this same kind ofdish/Stirling unit. Aisin Seiki is building

fluid. The operating temperature of the receiver is the third competition vehicle, another solar-powered car,
675°C (1250°t:). for the 1993 World Solar Challenge race across Australia

that will again incorporate the small dish/Stirling genera-

Aisin Seiki Miyako Island System tor to aid the photovoitaic cell array power output.
Aisin Seiki Co., Ltd., of Kariya City, .Japan, built the
NS30A 30-kW engine under the Japanese government's Stirling Thermal Molors 2S-kW Solar Power
New Energy and Industrial Development Organization Conversion System
(NEIDO) project. It is a four-piston double-acting en- Stifling Thermal Motors, Inc., of Ann Arbor, Michigan,
gine using a fixed-angle swashplate drive. The engine and Detroit Diesel Corporation of Detroit, Michigan,

operates on helium at 683°C (1260°F) and 14.5 have designed and tested a solar power conversion
MPa (1740 psi). Aisin Seiki modified one of these system incorporating the STM4-120 Stirling engine.

engines for solar operation and has been testing it The STM4-120 is rated at 25 kW_.(gross) at 1800rpmand
with a McDonnell Douglas solar concentrator at 800°C heater-tube temperature. This completely self-

their facility at Kariya City. contained package is suitable for integration with a
variety of solar concentrators. Pictured in Figure 2-6

Aisin is assembling three dish/Stirling systems for
generating electric power on Miyako Island (290 km
(180 mi) southwest of Okinawa). The concentrators are
Cummins Power Generation CPG-460 stretched-mem-

brane dishes. Aisin Seiki's NS30A 30-kW four-cylinder
fixed swashplate kinematic engine will be used, derated
to 8.5 kW for this application. The engine has a directly

illuminated tube-type receiver.

To provide power after sunset and during cloud tran-
sients, Aisin is incorporating novel 30-kWh electro-
chemical batteries to each dish/engine/alternator sys-
tem (one battery for each system). Developed by
Meidensha Corporation of Japan, these are zinc-bro-
mine batteries incorporating two pumped-circulation
and tank-storage loops.

In addition to the Miyako Island project, Aisin Seiki is
currently testing a 200-W prototype free-piston Stirling

engine designed for space applications. Aisin is doing
on-sun testing of this engine with a ('PG-46() dish at ............................................................................................................................................
their French subsidiary, IMRA, near Sophia-Antipolis.
The IAS-200 prototype engine is a free-piston Stirling Figure 2-6. Stirling Thermal Motors 25-kWe solarpower
engine with a single motor-driven displacer and two conversion system package under test at Sandia National

power pistons, each incorporating a linear alternator. Laboratories.
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mounted on Sandia National Laboratories' Test Bed

Concentrator, the first prototype package began on-sun

testing in 1993 (Powell and Rawlinson, 1993).

The Stifling Thermal Motors solar power conversion

system package includes the STM4o 120 engine incorpo-

rating variable displacement power control. The power

conversion system also includes a directly irradiated

tube-bank receiver, an alternator, and the engine cool-

ing system. Its dimensions are 86 cm x 86 cm x 198 cm

(34 in. x 34 in. x 78 in.), and it weighs 72S kg (1600 lb).

The engine can accommodate NEMA 284/286 single-

bearing generators for SAE #S Flywheel Housings
(Godett, 1993a).
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Chapter 3: Fundamental Concepts

This discussion of tile principles underlying tile desigll Ar<,< = area (_1llle recc'iver alwrture

of dish/Stirling systems is intended to provide Iile E = fractioilofc(_llct, lltratt)rallc, rtur_:area n()t

reader the following: shaded hy receiver, slruts, and s(_ ()ll

I: = equivalellt radialive c¢_lltluctatlce
• an understanding of fundamental disll/Stirling de- !#,.,, = beain nt)rinal scalar ladiati(_il (insolati(_ll)

sign issties (2,,,,,.,mi = installtallet,usrale¢,ftllernlalellergyccml-

ing fl'(ml tile receiver

,, an appreciation of why certain design choices are 7_,,,_i, = anll_ient tenll_erature

made TrL._. = receiver ()peralillg telll[)erature
U = convecti()ll-c()llduction lleat-h)ss c()effi-

• an understanding of the importance of current cient for air ctirlelll_ withili 1he receiver

development activities, cavity, and c(_nducli(_ll thr¢)ugh receiver
walls

More detailed discussions of this material may be found (_ = receivc, r absc)rl_tance

in Stine (1989), Stine and Harrigan (1985), Kreider t = trailsmittailce ()t allytlling l_c,tween the
(1979), Kreider and Kreith (1981), Kreith and Kreider reflectc)r and the ahs(_n'tx_r (such as a wi11-

(1978), and l)ickinson and Cheremisinoff (1980). dow c()verillg the receiver)

0 i = the angle cfl incidence (anglehetween the
sun's rays and a line l_erl_endicular t() the

The Collection of Solar Energy concentratc,r alx, rture; for paralx)lic disll
concentrators, this ailgle is () degrees)

The concentrator of a dish/Stirling electric system inter- p = concelltrat()r surface reflectance
cepts radiation from tlle sun over a large area and o = Stefan-Bcfllznlannracliant-eilergy-transfer
concentrates it into a small area. The receiver absorbs constant

this energy and transfers most of it to the Stirling 0 capture fracti()n ()r intercel_t (fracti(_n of
engine. The amount of heat going to the engine may he energy leaving the rellect(_r that enters

called use[id heat ( O.t,_.it,i). the receiver).

A simple energy balance equation, cailedthetinld_mwn- l:,quati()n 3-1 shows tllat the alll()Ullt ()f solar radiati()n

talsolarcoilectionequation, describes the theory underly- reaching the receiver (lel:,'nds Ul)()n the anl()unt

ing many aspects of concelltrator and receiver design, available (determiiled by I#,,, alld 0i), the effective

This equation governs the performance of all solar size of the concentrat()r (determined l)y A.,i,i, and E),
energy collection systems and guides the design of and theconcentrat()r surface reflectallce (p). Receiver
dish/Stirlingsystems. Thefurldamentalsolarcollec- thermal l)erf()rn-lance clel)ellds _)n receiver design
tion equation is (determined bv T and (x.)alld C()llVecl i()n, c()tlducti()n,

and radiation heat losses.

Qu,_.fui= I/,,,,A_,t,i,E(c°s0i )pOt(_

Advantages of Concentration
-Ar,.<[U(Tr<.<- "I_,,,,,,)

The dish/Stirling system's l_ai'al_lic clisli is a c(_ncell-

' ii tratillg collect()r; it c()llects s()lar ellergy thr()tlgh a large+ol:(T_._-- l_,mi,,j, (3-I) al_erture area and reflc,cts it _)i_t(_a slllaller rc'ceiver arc,a
to be ahsorl)ed and c()iivertc, d illt() Ileal. l'llc' advilntage

where: ()f c()ncei_trati()ll is evident lr()ln tl_c' l:lllidalnt'lltal sc)lar

AapP = area ()f the c()n(.'entrat()r aperture thermal c()llecti()n C,(lUali()_i. l_i ()rcl(,r l() maximize

! _)
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!

Qu_eful, Aavp should be large and Ar_,_ as small as pos- (L,,_,t,_-- ll,,,,AappE(C°SOI)P_TM
sible. The amount of concentration can be described in

terms of geometric concentration ratio and optical _Ar_,c[U(Tr_.c_T.,,,,i,)concentration ratio, which are defined below.

Geometric Concentration Ratio +aF(T,4_._.-T,,4,,,,,)]. (3-4)
The extent to which the aperture area of the receiver is
reduced relative to that of the concentrator is called the The parameters associated with the design of the con-

centrator are summarized below:
geometric cotlcentratiotl ratio, which can be expressed as

• concentrator aperture area Aapp
CR_ = Aapp/Arf. c . (3-2)

• receiver aperture area Arec
A fundamental trade-off exists, however, between in-

creasing the geometric concentration ratio and reduc- • unshaded concentrator aperture area fraction E
ing the cost of the collector because collectors with high

concentration ratios must be manufactured precisely. • angle of incidence O_(zero for parabolic dishes)
Generally, a direct correlation exists between the accu-
racy of the concentrator and its cost.

• surface reflectance p

Optical Concentration Ratio
• capture fraction 0 (this is a parameter of both theThe geometric concentration ratio defined above is a

measure of the average ideal concentration of solar concentrator design and the receiver design).
flux if it is distributed uniformly over the receiver
aperture area. Real concentrators do not produce this The remaining parameters in the fundamental solar
uniform flux. They instead produce a complex series collection equation are related to receiver design and
of high and low flux levels distributed around the operating conditions.
receiver aperture area. Generally, the profile of con-
centrated flux peaks at the center and decreases Concentrator Optics
toward the edges of the receiver aperture. Flux con- Paraboloid Concentrators
centration at a point is defined in terms of the optical The paraboloid is a surface generated by rotating a
concentration ratio, CR, wbich is the ratio of the flux parabola about its axis and is shown in Figure 3-1. The

at a point to the incident solar flux: resulting surfaceisshapedsothatall rays oflightparallel
to its axis reflect from the surface through a single point,

CR = I/I_,,,,. (3-3) the focalpoint. The parabolic dish is a truncated portion
of a paraboloid and is described in an x, y, z coordinate

Here I is the flux intensity at the point of interest. Peak system by
concentration ratios of three to five times the geometric

concentration ratio are typical, x 2+ y2 = 4tk (3-5)

where x and y are coordinates in the aperture plane, z is
Parabolic Dish Concentrators the distance from the vertex parallel to the axis of

The function of the concentrator is to intercept sunlight symmetry of the paraboloid, and fis the focal length.
with a large opening (aperture) and reflect it to a smaller
area. The fundamental solar collection equation is re- The tbcal-length-to-diameter ratio f/d (Figure 3-I) de-
peated here with parameters related to concentrator fines the shape of a paraboloid and the relative location
design shaded: of its focus. This shape can also be described by the rim
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y , !

i ()peratingconccntrat()rs tYlficallyhave several(_l_ticalA jhtRay , err(_rsthat cause them t() deviate fr()lll the tlle()r('tical
i_ optics ()f a l)aral)oh)id. Soln(' optical erriil'S are r;Jll(h)lll

I I
l and cause the ()l)tical inlage ()f the sun It) spread at the

f()('tls. I&'ducing these errors usually ill(,'rtqlses c()ll('('ll-
us trator cost creatin_ ()ILL' ()f Ills' nlaj()r trade-()lfs illZ

"* Vertex _ Axis (tesi_,ning I)aralx)lic dish systems.q'rim d

l:.ven tile best ('()ncelltrat()r surfaces deviate tr(ml the
x

i , I , ideal curve t() which they are manufactured. "l'his
_ deviation, called .slopeerror, is a measure ()f the anglel[ by which the actual surface ._lope deviates fr()m ideal.

" Focal " Because the slope error varies over the surface it is
_ Length f I typically specified statistically as one stalldard devia-

L..............................................................................................................................................................................

ties from the mean and !s expressed in nlilliradians.

Figure 3-1. The paraboloid is a surface generated by In _eneral, tile smaller the error in the optical stir-
rotating a parabola around the z-axis face, tile more the co_lect()r costs. Well-manufac-

tured parabolic dish c()ncentrat()r surfaces can have
a slope error ()f 2..S milliradians (al)()ut (). i S (legrees).

,.m._l¢'qJ,.,, -- the angle measured at tile focus from the The use ()f multiple facets results in an al)l)r()xima-

axis to the rim where the paraboloid is truncated, ti()n ()fa l_arabol()id and ill itself reduces the aln()tillt
Paraboloids for solar applications in general have rim of concentration obtainal)le, in addition, when a
angles from less than 10 (legrees to more than 90 t)arat)ol()id is appr()xinlated hy multiple facets, an

degrees. At small rim angles, a paraboloid differs little error similar t() slope error, called the [iwet uli_mm'nt
from a sphere. Faceted dish designs typically use spheri- error, is intr()duced because the individual facets

cal mirrors, cannot he perfectly aimed.

The relationship between f/d and the rim angle A sec()nd source of ()ptical error is the reflective surface

qlrimis itself. When a beam ()f parallel rays hits an ()ptical
surface, the reflected heam can be diffused. The extent

1 to whi('l, this (tiffusicm hal)pens is called non.slr'c.h,f/d =
4 tan_'_-_" (?1-6) ,dlect.,,ce. Forexample, i,,)lishedmetal ,,,"a reflectiv('-

coated p()lymer will diffuse incident light rot)re thai1 a
_lass mirror.

For example, a paral)ol()id with a rim an_le ()f 4S degrees Two optical alignment errors dislocate the actual |()(tin

has an f/d of 0.6. The ratio f/d increases as the rim from where it sh()uld be. ()he is tile error in mechani-
angle qJrimdecreases. A paral)oloid with avery small rim (ally aligning the receiver relative t() the c(nicentrator.
angle has very little curvature, and tile f()cal point and The other, called tr,('kin_ error, ()(curs vvhell the c()ncen-
the receiver must be placed far from tile concentrator trat()r axis does not point directly at the slin. Alth()ugh
surface. Paraboloids with rim angles lessthan St)degrees not COml_ietely rand()m, tracking errors are s(mletimes

are used when the reflected radiation passes into a treated as stlctl for simplicity.
cavity receiver, whereas paraboloids witll larger rim
angles are best suited for external re(eivers. Because ()he final fact()r that cann()t I)e c(_rrected by iml)r(_v-

dish/Stirling systems d() not use(.xternal receivers, their ing manufacturing quality is lhe al)ixirellt wi(Itli ()1

rim angles are less than St) (tegrees. the sun. Because the sutl is licit a l_(_illt s(_urce, its rays
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Figure 3.2. A secondary concentrator with side view (a) and head-on view (b).

are not parallel and therefore the reflected image concentrator can reduce the negative effects of any or all

spreads in a cone approximately 9.31 milliradians of the components of optical error. However, a second-
(0.$33 degrees) wide. Called sunshape, this size in- ary concentrator adds to the collector cost. Also, because

creases and the edges become less defined with the secondary concentrator is located in a high flux

increased moisture or particulates in the atmo- density region, it must have high reflectance and well-

sphere. The effect of sunshape is similar to the designed cooling.

other optical errors and spreads the reflected radia-
tion at the focus. Refleclive Materials

Most concentrators depend on a reflective surface to
Se(on(tary (_oncei_tr<it()r', concentrate the rays of tile SkiP. to a smaller area. The

A secondaD' concentrator at tile receiver aperture can be surfaces are either polished aluminum or silver or
used to increase capture fraction without increasing aluminum on either tile front or back surface of glass or

receiver aperture size or to reduce aperture diameter for plastic. When silver or aluminum is deposited on the

a given capture fraction. This highly reflective, trum- back surface of a protective transparent material, it is

pet-shaped surface (see Figure 3-2)"funnels" re- calledaback-._ur/_tcedor.secondsur/ilcemirror. Thequality

fleeted radiation from a wide area through the cavity of a reflective surface is measured by its reflectance and

receiver aperture. The net result is an increase in tile specularity, l@flc'ctmlc(, is the percentage of incident light

capture fraction without an increase in the receiver that is reflected from the surface. ,_,pcciflm'iO' is a measure

aperture area. of the ability of a surface to reflect light without dispers-

ing it at angles other than the incident angle. An ideal

Asecondarycoilcentratorgenerallyimprovestheperfl:)r- surface reflects fill incident light rays fit an angle c,qual
iIlance of a parabolic dish. The addition of a secondary arid opposite to the ailgle of incidence.
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Most reflective surfaces ;ire metal. I.Iilder l;ll_oratc_ry specular reflectatwe (8S% wllell tlc.'W}. Atl¢)tlwr disad-

ccmditions, p¢flished silver has the highest reflectance vantage i,; tlwir p¢_¢_rweatllerahilitv.

of any metal surface for the solar erwrgy spectrum.

Aluminum reflects most of the solar spectrum lint d¢,:s A recent c_!lcept ullder devel¢_lmlellI in ttle applicati¢_ll

not have the high reflectance of silver, of a silver reflective ¢.'(_ati,lg directly t¢_ a structural
surface ¢_1staillless steel ¢_raluminum.l'llese surfacL's

t_¢ltk _.utl,_¢,? Silv,:,r_,¢t (,ta__'_ must he l_rotected fr¢_m atm¢_spheric c¢_rrc_si¢_n by

Back-surface silvered-glass mirr¢_rs are made by silver s¢_me t¢_rm of transparent c¢_ating. _,}nu examl_le in a

plating the surface of a glass sheet and apt_lying c¢_alingkll¢_wllassol-._e/.'l'lliscoati,lgcant_eaPl_lied

protective COl_per plating and protective paint to the like pail_t and, when cured, f¢_rms a thi,_ glass-like

silver coating. "l'his tech,_ique has been used fearnumer- coating. "l'l_is and ¢_Iher I_¢_'¢el I_r¢_cesses are u_cler

ous domestic applications, such as hathr¢_om mirrors, development.

for many years. For traditional mirrors, the glass is thick,

making it heavy and difficult to bend into a concentrat- SlI'tl_ ttIF_.!'

ing shape. These mirrors typically have a low transmit- The challenge for concentrator designers is t¢)cover a

tance becausecommon glass contains iron. Although a large area with reflective material while making tile

polished silver surface has a reflectance of almost 98%, supp¢)rting structure rigid en¢_ugh t¢_ hcfld its desired

the resulting mirror does not have this high reflectance shape, and strcmg enough to survive the forces ¢_f

because incident light must pass twice thr()ugh the nature, especially wind. Me)st current designs fall into

thick, low-transmittance glass, the three c'ateg()ries descrihed I)el()w.

To increase solar applications of back-surfaced glass St_t_¢tural Ot_li_al Su, t,_ce

mirrors, thin-glass mirrors have been developed. The t)ne common design option is to comhine the _ptical

glasses used are usually iron-free and do not absorb elements with the structural eleme_ts. Clne design used

strongly in the scalar spectrum. These mirrors can have staml×,d metal ,_,'or¢'sIpie-shalx.'d elements} Ix_ited t¢_gether

a solar reflectance of 9.S_'A,. along their edges. Alternative desigl_s use laminated genre

panels with honeyc¢_mb, f¢_amglass, balsa w¢_d, _r corru-

R_.,ile¢_iv_, P!_,,t i_ I,il_ gated sheet metal as ;.!spacer between al_ ¢_uter face sheet

Aluminized plastic films are used it_ many current and an inner face sheet tl_at serw:s as the ¢q_tical surface.

concentrator designs. A variety of plastic films with an These designs can suffer fr¢_m heavy, iuefficie,_t struc-

evat)orative deposited aluminum coating on the back rural memhers and result in large-scale warpage.
surface have been used for many years for s¢flar concen-

trator reflective surfaces. Altht_ugh the optical and me- '_!_,_,_ _ ,_..

chanical properties ¢)f retest plastics degrade after icing Ant_ther design ¢_ptit_n separates the ¢_ptical elements

expt_sure to ultraviolet rays, adding stabilizers effec- from the structure. In tills case, efficient tuhular

tively slows this degradation, l.¢_w-c¢_st, flexible, and structural elements ¢_r truss segments c¢_rry the

lightweightsilveredplasticfilmswithahighreflectance reflective mirror facets. Altl_t_ugh ligl_tweight and

tt,_6%with high specularityl promise to he the reflective structurally efficient, this design requires c¢_sicler-
surface ¢)f choice for many new design,s, ably mt_re fahricati¢_n and alignment than tl_e struc-

tural gt_re.

A drawback t_f metallized plaslic films, h¢_wever, in that

they cann_t I)¢.,mect_a_ically washed like _,lass. Scm_e '.. ,_, t_ ! _..1,_!:_ _,_,

hard c¢_atings f¢_r t)¢flymer films are being investigated Atn_t_spheric l)r,.'ssure can I_e used t¢_l¢)r_t_tiwcurvaturu

(I¢_rgens¢_n, 1003; Stine, !9801 _)fthe reflective surface. Stretching a thin, reflective ski=_
like a drumiwad ¢_!1a i_¢_¢_t_a_d sli_l_tly evact=ating tl_e

; regi()n i)_.,hind it results ill ;.1Cl)IIC;.IVU, _.'()llCL'litrLItili,M,
lhu reflective surface used in s¢)me early c¢)nCelltrat()rs sl_al)e. Bucduse a !_()1_ ill ul]if¢)rll_ c()l_ll)ressi_)l_ is a

wa!, p¢)iished all.llllilll.llll she{,t. lhese sheets ilrU avail- highly efficie_t Strl.lCll.lral ult.,lllUnl, illl UXtl'_,,lllUI)' ligl_l-

al)l{, in large sizes a_d are relativ{,lv i_expe_sive. lheir weighl SUl)l)¢_rti_'lgslructtlre is l)¢_ssil_le.'ll_e ligt_lwuigl_l
,_ai_r disactval_tag{, in tidal tt_uv hav_., ¢)nlv a _¢){ic, rate r_.,tl¢.ctivu surtacu at_d tt_u strtlcttiral {'lli{iu_cv _)t a
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st retched-memt_rane concelit rator significantly reduces _1_,,,_ -- E(cos tt i )P_I_. (3-7)

design, fal)rication, alld alignnlellt c(_sts.
tJllshaded aperture area fraction E is typically more thart

The major disadvantage of this design is that the reflec- _)S'Y,,in most designs, and, as noted previously, the angle

tire membrane becomes spherical when the back side is of incidence for a parabolic dish is zero, making its
evacuated. To compensate optically for this shape, long cosine 1.0. Therefore, the two critical terms in this
focal lengths (;st which the spherical reflector approaches equation are reflectance and capture fraction (p and d_).

a paraboloid reflector) must be used. (:oncentrators Because reflectance was discssssed above, the remaining

using long-focal-length spherical mirrors can be de- term defining the optical l_erformance of a dish concen-

signed. They either incorporate many small reflecting trator is the capture fraction ¢I_,which is discussed below.

membrane facets mounted on a space frame with each

aimed at a single focal point, or a single-membrane (apltlr¢! l:ra¢li¢_n
reflector with the receiver located far from it. The most important factor in matching a concentrator

to a receiver is the capture fraction (or intercept) _, the

A concept currently being developed makes it possible fraction of energy reflected from the concentrator that

to reduce the focal length of stretched-rnembrane enters the receiver. This is defined for a certain receiver

facets, thereby decreasing the number of facets in a aperture, ,4r_.c, and is affected by the concentrator

concentrator. In the case of a single facet concentra- optical errors, tracking accuracy, mirror and receiver

tor, the space frame can be eliminated altogether, alignment accuracy, and the apparent size of the sun.

This approach involves preforming a thin metal mem-

brane beyond its elastic limit using nommiform loading To ensure a high capture fraction, concentrator errors

so that when the space behind it is evacuated, the discussed previously must be sn_all or receiver area must

membrane forms a paraboloid rather than a spherical be large to allow capture of most energy reflected from

shape. The single paraboloidal stretched-membrane con- the concentrator. However, a large receiver area means
centrator, however, presents a challenge with regard to high heat losses. On the other hand, a small receiver

tracking structure design, area means lower heat losses, but concentrated en-
ergy is blocked fr()m entering. Equation 3-1 shows

frackif_l that reducing receiver aperture area Arc c for a given
Parabolic dish concentrators must track about two inde- concentrator aperture area (i.e., increasing the con-

pendent axessotheraysofthesun remain parallel to the centration ratio Aapl_/Arec ) directly reduces heat loss

axis of the concentrator. There are tw()common imple- because the surface area from which heat is lost is

mentations of two-axis tracking; azimuth-elevation (az- reduced. It is ;sis() seen that it is important to maxi-

el) and pohu (equatorial) tracking. Azimuth-elevation mize the capture fraction ¢t_since it directly affects the

tracking aliow-s the concentrator to move about one rate of energy production.

tracking axis perpendicular to the surface of the earth
(the azimuth axis) and another axis parallel to it (the There is a direct relationship between capture fraction (l_

elevation axis), l'()lar tracking uses one trackir_g axis and receiver aperture area Arc c. Since increasing cal)ture

• " _" )"Saligned with the axis of rotation t)f the earth (the polar fraction t)v increasing aperture area increase, the heat

axis) and another axis perpendicular to it _the declina- l¢)ss term, the benefit of the additional energy captured

tion axis). For either tracking method, the angle ()f is often offset by increased energy losses. An important

incidence iii in Equati()n ?,-1 remains zero through()ut design trade-off is balancillg these two factors.
the day.

If a concentrator has high optical errors, the receiver

_ _'__! __l _ !:_'_:_i_.:_i_i!_ _ _ _ area must be large. "l'he size of the receiver aperture can

lhe primary measure of c¢_nc'entrat_r performance is be redt|ced for a given cat)ture fraction by using a
how much of the inst_lation arriving at the collector sect)ndarv concentrat_r. As discussed at)()ve, a second-

aperture passes through an aperture c_fa specified size ary concentratt_r c¢fllects reflected radiati_n lr_m a_
l¢_cated at the f(_cus of the concentrator. ibis measure is area near the f(_cus of tlw "primary" c¢_ncentratt_r and

called concentrator or optical e[/iticnc)' and is defined as: "funnels" it int¢_ a smaller receiver al)erture area.
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Y _' Operating concentrators typically have several optical
hi Ray errors that cause them to deviate from the the()retical

Lily optics of a parahol(dd. Some optical errors are random
and cause the optical image ()f the sun to spread at the

focus. Reducing these errors usually increa!_es concen-

focus trator cost, creating one ()f the major trade-offs in

"--Vertex ,q'rim d Axis designing parabolic dish systems.

Even the best concentrator surfaces deviate from the

x ideal curve to which they are manufactured. This/-

....... deviation, called slope error, is a measure of the angle
by which the actual surface sl()pe deviates from ideal.

Focal " Because the slope error varies over the surface, it is
Lengthf typically specified statistically as one standard devia-

.................................................................................................................................tion from the mean and is expressed in milliradians.

Figure 3-1. The paraboloid is a surface generated by In general, the smaller the error in the optical sur-
rotating a parabola around the z.axis face, the more the collector costs. Well-manufac-

tured parabolic dish concentrator surfaces can have

a slope error of 2.5 milliradians (about 0.15 degrees).
angleqJrim -- the angle measured at the focus from the The use of multiple facets results in an approxima-
axis to the rim where the paraboloid is truncated, tion of a paraboloid and in itself reduces the amount
Paraboloids for solar applications in general have rim of concentration obtainable. In addition, when a
angles from less than lO degrees to more than 90 paraboloid is approximated by multiple facets, an
degrees. At small rim angles, a paraboloid differs little error similar t() slope error, called the/iwet _tli,_nm(,nt
from a sphere. Faceted dish designs typically use spheri- error, is introduced because the individual facets
cal mirrors, cannot be perfectly aimed.

The relationship between //d and the rim angle A second source of optical error is the reflective surface

_Primis itself. When a beam of parallel rays hits an optical
surface, the reflected beam can be diffused. The extent

1 to which this diffusion hal_pens is called nonsl_ecul_tr
t/d

4 tan(qJ_m 2)' (3-6) re/lectmw(,. For example, polished metal or a reli(,ctive-
coated polymer will diffuse incident light m()re than a

glass mirror.

For example, a paraboloid with a rim angle of 4S degrees Two optical alignment errors dislocate the actual focus

has an //d of 0.6. The ratio //d increases as the rim from where it should he. ()ne is the error in mechani-
angle qJrim decreases. A parab()loid with a v(:rv small rim cally aligning the receiver relative t() the c()ncentrator.

angle has very little curvature, and the focal point and The other, called tmckin_ error, ()tours when the c()ncen-

the receiver must be placed far from the c¢_ncentrator trator axis does not point directly at the sun. Alth()ugh
surface, l'araboloids with rim angles less than SO degrees n()t c()mpletely random, tracking err()rs are s()metimes

are used when the reflected radiation passes into a treated a,_ such for simplicity.

cavity receiver, whereas paraboloids with larger rim

angles are best suited for external receivers. Because ()he final fa(:t()r that ca_ln()t he corrected t)v impr()v-
I

dish_Stirlingsystemsdo n()t use external receivers, their ing manufacturin,g quality is the al_parent width ()f

rim angles are less than S() degrees, the sun. Because the sun is n()t a ix)lilt source, its rays
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Figure 3-2. A secondary concentrator with side view (a) and head-on view (b).

are not parallel and therefore the reflected image concentrator can reduce the negative effects of any or all

spreads in a cone approximately 9.31 milliradians of the components of optical error. However, a second-

(0.533 degrees) wide. Called sunstulpe, this size in- ary concentrator adds to the collector cost. Also, because

creases and the edges become less defined with the secondary concentrator is located in a high flux

increased moisture or particulates in the atmo- density region, it must have high reflectance and well-

sphere. The effect of sunshape is similar to the designed cooling.

other optical erro[s and spreads the reflected radia-
tion at the focus. Reflective M,_leriats

Most concentrators depend on a reflective surface to
Sec()ndary Cor_¢er_trat()r,, concentrate the rays of the SLlll to a smaller area. The

A secondaryconcentratorat the receiveraperturecanl-_e surfaces arc either polished aluminum ()r silver or
used to increase capture fraction without increasing aluminum on either the front or back surface ()f glass or
receiveraperturesizeort()reduceaperturediameterfor plastic. When silver or aluminum is deposited on the
a given capture fraction. This highly reflective, trum- back surface of a protective transparent material, it is
pet-shaped surface (see Figure 3-2) "funnels" re- calledal_twk-smfhccdorscc()ndstlrfhcemirr()r. Thequality
fleeted radiation from a wide area through the cavity of a reflective surface is measured by its reflectance and
receiver aperture. The net result is an increase in the specularity. Reflechmceis the l)ercentageofincident light

capture fraction without an increase in the receiver that is reflected from the surfilce.,S'lwcuhnityisa measure
aperture area. of the ability of a surface to) reflect light withc)ut dispers-

ing it at angles ()ther than the incident angle. An ideal

A sec()ndaryconcentratorgenerally impr()ves the l)erf()r - surface reflects all incident ligtlt rays at an angle t,qual
mance ()f a parabolic dish. l'he additi()n ()f a secondary and ()pp()site t() the angle ()f incidence.
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Mosl reflective surfaces are metal. Under laboratory sl)ecular reflectance {8S% when new). Another disad-

conditions, polished silver has the highest reflectance vantage is their poor weatherability.

of any metal surface for the solar energy spectrum.
Aluminum reflects most of the solar spectrtlm but does A recent concel)t under development is the application

not have the high reflectance of silver, of a silver reflective coating directly to a structural
surface of stainless steel or aluminum. These surfaces

Back Surface Silvered Gtas,, must be protected from atmospheric corrosion by

Back-surface silvered-glass mirrors are made by silver some form of transparent coating. One example is a

plating the surface of a glass sheet and applying coating known as sol-gel. This coating can be applied

protective copper plating ,and protective paint to the like paint and, when cured, forms a thin glass-like

silver coating. This technique has been used for numer- coating. This and other novel processes are under

ous domestic application_, such as bathroom mirrors, development.

for many years. For traditional mirrors, the glass is tlHck,

making it heavy and difficult to bend into a concentrat- Structure
ing shape. These mirrors typically have a low transmit- The challenge for concentrator designers is to cover a

tance because common glass contains iron. Although a large area with reflective material while making the

polished silver surface has a reflectance of almost 98%, supporting structure rigid enough to hold its desired

the resulting mirror does not have this high reflectance shape, and strong enough to survive the forces of

because incident light must pass twice through the nature, especially wind. Most current designs fall into

thick, low-transmittance glass, the three categories described below.

To increase solar applications of back-surfaced glass Structural Optical Surta(:e
mirrors, thin-glass mirrors have beer developed. The One common design option is to combine the optical

glasses used are usually iron-free and do not absorb elements with the structural elements. One design used

strongly in the solar spectrum. These mirrors can have stamped metal ,gores (pie-shaped elements) bolted together
a solar reflectance of 9S%. along their edges. Alternative designs use laminated gore

panels with honeycomb, foamglass, balsa wood, or corru-

Reflective Plaslic Film gated sheet metal as a spacer between an outer face sheet

Aluminized plastic films are used in many current and an inner face sheet that serves as tilt. optical surface.

concentrator designs. A variety of plastic films with an These designs can suffer from heavy, inefficient struc-

evaporative deposited aluminum coating on the back rural members and result in large-scale warpage.

surface have been used for many years for solar concen-

trator reflective surfaces. Although the optical and me- Spa_:e Frame

chanical properties of most plastics degrade after long Another design option separates the optical elements

exposure to ultraviolet rays, adding stabilizers effec- from the structure. In this case, efficient tubular
tivelv slows this degradation, l.ow-cost, flexible, and structural elements or truss segments carry tile

lightweight silvered plastic films with a high reflectance reflective mirror facets. Although lightweight and

(96% with high specularity) promise to be the reflective structurally efficient, this design requires consider-

surface of choice for many new designs, ably more fabrication and alignment than the struc-

tural gore.
i

A drawback of metallized plastic films, howe er, is that

the}, cannot be mechanicallx washed like glass. Some ".,0_: i,_.:_ _.,.I_,n_i:::_._l_,._

hard coatings for polymer films are being investigated Atmospheric pressure can be used to form the curvature

{Jorgenson, 1993; Stine, 19891 of the reflective surface. Stretching a thin, reflective skin
like a drumhead on a hoop and slightly ewlcualing tile

:_i },_, _:, :!:! _,: region behind it results in a c(mcave, concentrating

The reflective surface used in s(mle early concentrators shat)e. Because a ho()p in unif(_rm compression is a

was polished aluminum sheet. These sheets are avail- highly efficient structural element, an extremely light-

able in large sizes and are relatively inexpensive. Their weight supt)orting structure is p¢_ssit)le. The lightweight

major disadvantage is that they have _mlv a m¢)derate reflective surface alld tilt' structural efficiency ()1: a
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stretched-membrane concentrator significantly reduces q_,,n_ = E(cos (li)Pq_. (3-7)

design, fabrication, and alignment costs.

Unshaded aperture area fraction E is typically more than

The major disadvantage of this design is that the reflec- 9S% in most designs, and, as noted previously, the angle

tive membrane becomes spherical when the back side is of incidence for a parabolic dish is zero, making its

evacuated. To compensate optically for this shape, long cosine 1.O. Therefore, the two critical terms in this

focal lengths (at which the spherical reflector approaches equation are reflectance and capture fraction (p and e#).

a paraboloid reflector) must be used. Concentrators Because reflectance wasdiscussedabove, the remaining

using long-focal-length spherical mirrors can be de- term defining the optical performance of a dish concen-

signed. They either incorporate many small reflecting tratoris thecapture fraction_p, which isdiscus cd below.

membrane facets mounted on a space frame with each

aimed at a single focal point, or a single-membrane Capture Fract:ion
reflector with the receiver located far from it. The most important factor in matching a concentrator

to a receiver is the capture fraction (or intercept) ¢p, the

A concept currently being d_.'veloped makes it possible fraction ()f energy reflected from the concentrator that

to reduce the focal length of stretched-membrane enters the receiver. This is defined for a certain receiver
facets, thereby decreasing the number of facets ina aperture, Ar_._, and is affected l)y the concentrator

concentrator. In the case of a single facet concentra- optical errors, tracking accuracy, mirror and receiver

tor, the space frame can be eliminated altogether, alignment accuracy, and the apl)arent size of the sun.

This approach involves preforming a thin metal mem-

brane beyond its elastic limit using nonuniform loading To ensure a high capture fraction, concentrator errors

so that when the space behind it is evacuated, the discussedpreviouslymustbesmallorreceiverareamust

membrane forms a paraboloid rather than a spherical be large to allow capture of most energy reflected from

shape. The single paraboloidal stretched-membrane con- the concentrator. However, a large receiver area means

centrator, however, presents a challenge with regard to high heat losses. On the other hand, a small receiver
tracking structure design, area means lower heat losses, but concentrated en-

ergy is blocked from entering, l'iquation 3-1 shows

frackirl 9 that reducing receiver al)erture area Ar_:c for a given

l_arabolic disl'l concentrators must track about twoinde - concentrator aperture area (i.e., increasing the con-

pendentaxessotheraysofthesun remain parallel to the centration ratio Aapp/,4r_._ ) directly reduces heat loss

axisofthe concentrator. There are twoconlmon imple- because the surface area fr()m which heat is lost is

mentations of two-axis tracking; azimuth-elevation (az- reduced. It is also seen that it is important to maxi-

el) and polar (equatorial) tracking. ,_zimuth-elevation mize the capture fraction q_since it directly affects the

tracking allows the concentrator to move about one rate of energy production.

tracking axis per ! endlcular to the surface of the earth

(the azimuth axis) and another axis parallel to it (the There is a direct relationship between capture fraction ¢p

elevation axis). Polar tracking uses one tracking axis and receiver al)erturearea ,4r_.c. Since increasingcapture

aligned with the axis of rotation of the earth (the polar fracti()n by increasing aperture area increases the heat

a-<is) and another axis perpendicular to it (the declina- loss term, the t)enefit of the additional energy captured

tion axis). F()r either tracking method, the angle of is often offset by increased energy losses. An important

incidence _, in tquati(_n 3-1 remains zer() thr()ugh()ut design trade-,)ff is balancing these tw() fact()rs.
the day.

If a concentrator has high optical errors, the receiver

( _>ii__., ___! ¢_F i:_eri_ _i_::_,:_3<_:_ area must be large. "lhe size of the receiver aperture can

The primary measure ()f concentrator performance is be reduced for a given capture fraction by using a

h(w_' much of the insolati(Jn arriving at the c(Jllector secondary concentrator. As discussed al)()ve, a second-

aperture passes thr()ugh an al)ertur(: (_f a specified size ary concentrator c()llects reflected radiation fr()m an

located at the f()cus of the _()ncentrat(_r. Ihis measure is area near the f()cus ()f the "l)rilnary '' c()llcentrat()r and

called collcentrat(_r (_r optical efficien O' and is defined as: "funnels" it into a smaller receiver al_erture area.
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Receivers parameters are found in the subtractive terms on tile

right-hand side of the equation, which represents the

The receiver is the interface between the concentrator heat lost from the receiver. A receiver design objective is

and the engine. It absorbs concentrated solar flux and to minimize these values.

converts it to thermal energy that heats the working gas

of tile Stirling engine. The absorbing surface is usually Receiver Desi_jn

placed behind the focal point of a concentrator so that In general, two types of receivers could be used with

the flux density on the absorbing surface is reduced. An parabolic dish concentrators: external (omnidirectional)

aperture is placed at the focus to reduce radiation and and cavity receivers. External receivers have absorbing

convection heat loss from the receiver. The cavity walls surfaces in direct view of the concentrator and depend

between receiver aperture and absorber surface are on direct radiation absorption. Cavity receivers have an

refractory surfaces. The size of the absorber and aperture (opening)through which reflected radiation

cavity walls is typically kept to a minimum to reduce passes. The cavity ensures that most of the entering

heat loss and receiver cost. (A summary of receiver radiation is absorbed on the internal absorbing surface.
development for dish/Stirling systems may be found

in Diver et al. [1990]). External receivers are usually spherical and absorb ra-

diation coming from all directions. The apparent size of

Receiver operation can be understood in terms of the an external (spherical) receiver is the same for sunlight

shaded portions shown below of the fundamental solar being reflected from any part of the reflecting surface.

collection equation, which was introduced at the begin- This is different from a cavity receiver aperture, which

ning of this chapter: appears smaller and therefore captures less reflected

sunlight from areas toward the outer rim of a concentra-

Quseful = lb,nAappE( cOs Oi)[JdTr_o_ tor. Concentrators matched to spherical external receiv-
ers, therefore, can have wide rim angles, more than 90

-Arec[U(Tre¢- Tam_) degrees. This provides some advantages for concentra-
tor design such as short focal length and structural

+oF(T_c-T_mb) ] . (3-8) support across the aperture.

(See the beginning of this chapter for complete defini- Because they generally have lower heat loss rates at high

tions of all the parameters in Equation 3-8.) The follow- operating temperatures, only cavity receivers (instead of

ing parameters in the fundamental solar collection externalreceivers) havebeen used in dish/Stirlingsystems

equation (which are shaded in Equation 3-8) are af- to date. (External receivers, however, have been used in

fected by receiver design: lower temperature parabolic dish applications.) Concen-

trated radiation entering the receiver aperture diffuses

• transmittance T inside the cavity. Most of the energy is directly absorbed
by the absorber, and most of the remainder is reflected or

• absorptance c¢ reradiated within the cavity and is eventually absorbed.

• receiver aperture area Arec A major advantage of cavity receivers is that the size of

the absorber may be different from the size of the

• convection-conduction heat loss coefficient U aperture. With a cavity receiver, the concentrator's

focus is usually placed at the cavity aperture and the

• equivalent radiation conductance F highly concentrated flux spreads inside the cavity be-

fore encountering the larger absorbing surface area. This

• receiver operating temperature Trec. spreading reduces the flux (rate of energy deposited per
unit surface area) incident on the absorber surface.

The first two terms (transmittance and absorptance) are When incident flux on the absorbing surface is high, it

optical parameters and should be maintained as close as is difficult to transfer heat through the surface without

possible to their maximum value of 1.0. The remaining thermally overstressing materials.
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A second advantage of cavity receivers is reduced con- l)ecreasing the convection-collducti¢)rl heat-loss c_effi-

vection heat loss. The cavity enclosure not only pro- dent U in l-quatiotl 3-1 can also improve receiver

vides protection from wind but also, depending on its performance. Wind vel()city and receiver attitude affect

design and angle, can reduce natural convection. How- the convection component ¢)fU, and t heir effects call be

ever, because the internally heated surface area of a cavity reduced by putting a window at the aperture of a cavity

(both absorber and uncooled refractive walls) is usually receiver, but not without reducing transmittance (see

large, and the aperture typically tilted, strong buoyancy discussion above).
forces cause natural convection currents that draw cool

ambient air into the cavity. Despite these currents, how- Two conduction loss paths in the receiver affect the

ever, the cavity receiver generally has lower overall heat conduction component of U. These are heat loss from

loss and is preferable to the external receiver for high- the cavity through the surrounding insulated walls

temperature applications such as dish/Stirling systems, and heat conduction through the receiver's support-

ing structure.

Operatillg Temperattare

While high operating temperature means high solar- Radiation Losses
to-electric conversion efficiency for engines, a The equivalelst radiative conduchmce (F) combines the
fundamentaltrade-offexistsbetweentheadvantagesof ability of a surface to lose energy by radiation with

high receiver temperatures and the disadvantage of the ability of the surroundings to absorb this energy.
lower receiver efficiency resulting from these high tern- This parameter is mostly affected by the emittance of
peratures. Equation 3-1 demonstrates that increasing the surfaces within the receiver; high emittance values
the operating temperature increases heat loss, thereby give high equivalent radiative conductance values.
reducing the useful energy supplied by the collector. The apparent emittance of the receiver's aperture is
With the exception of the Stefan-Boltzmann constant higher than the emittance of the absorber because of
_, the parameters that multiply the receiver tempera- the cavity effect.
ture ( Arec,U, and F) are functions of receiver design and
can be reduced to lower heat loss. Surface coatings, called selective coatings, have been de-

signed that have high ahsorptance for solar radiation but

Transmittance low emittance values for long-wavelength (thermal) ra-

Convective loss from inside a cavity receiver coLlld be diation, t4owever, manyofthese coatingsdegrade rapidly
eliminated by covering the aperture with a transparent in the high-flux environment ofa parabolic dish receiver.
window. A window, however, reduces incoming energy These work best when the radiation temperature is low.
by the tnmsmittame term T in I'quation 3-1. Transmit- For dish/Stirling systems, selective surface coatings are
tance is simply the fraction of energy that gets through less effective since there is a significant overlap between
the cover. For clean fused quartz, the value of this term the solar spectrum being absorbed and the 70(Y_to 8()0°(_
is about ().9. radiation sl_ectrum of dish/Stirling systems.

Ab_,orptance Materials Selection

Generally, , ,tals used for absorber surfaces rapidly A factor important to receiver design is thermal [ia(_,,ueof
darken and at..._in relatively high absorptance (_) levels receiver cc_mponents. Thermal fatigue is caused by
when exposed to the atmosphere at the high operating ten]perature cycling from ambient to operating tern-
temperatures of dish/Stifling systems. Coating the ab- perature, both from daily start-up and shutdown,
sorbing surface with a material with a high absorptallce and during variable-cloud weather. "i'his cycling can
value for radiation in the solar (visible) spectrum en- cause early receiver failures. Receiver designs that
hances receiver performance. Typically these coatings incorporate thin walls and {_perate at uniform tern-
are dull black. Coatings are available that have an peratures during insc,lation transients typically have

absorptance of over 0.90 and can withstand tempera- fewer problems with thermal fatigue, l.ong-term creep
tures as high as 6OO°C. The effective absorptance of the of receiver materials and ¢_xidati¢:_n fro)hi the sur-

cavity receiver is always greater than the absorptance of rounding air are also imp¢_rtant cc_lsiderati¢)Ils in
the interior surface coating but is never greater than 1.(). material selecti¢_n.
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Receiver Performance put of the engine. (These combined engine/alternators
The performance of a receiver is defined by the receiver are called converters.)Generally, alternators are com-
thermal efficieno'. Receiver thermal efficiency is defined mercially available and adapt directly to the output
as the useful thermal energy delivered to the engine shaft of the engine. The exception is the free-piston
divided by the solar energy entering the receiver aper- Stifling engine, which in some designs incorporates a
ture. Using terms from the fundamental solar collection linear alternator. Alternator efficiencies are typically
equation, receiver thermal efficiency can be written as: well over 90%.

The Stirling Cyclera,,,,,)+ -
llrec = T(I- (3-9) In the ideal Stirling cycle, a working gas is alternately

qconcCR._II,,,, heated and cooled as it is compressed and expanded.
Gases such as helium and hydrogen, which permit rapid

As can be seen in Equation 3-9, receiver efficiency heat transfer and do not change phase, are typically
can be enhanced by increasing cover transmittance, used in the high-performance Stirling engines used in
increasing surface absorptance, reducing operating tem- dish/Stifling applications. The ideal Stifling cycle

perature, or reducing the capacity of the cavity to lose combines four processes, two constant-temperature pro-
heat by conduction, convection, and radiation (the U cesses and two constant-volume processes. These pro-
and F terms), cesses are shown in the pressure-volume and tempera-

ture-entropy plots provided in Figure 3-3. Because more
work is done by expanding high-pressure, high-tem-

Stirling Engines perature gasthan is required to compress low-pressure,
low-temperature gas, the Stirling cycle produces net

Stirling cycle engines used in solardish/Stifling systems work, which can drive an electric alternator.
are high-temperature, externally heated engines that
use a hydrogen or helium working,g,as. In the Stirling In the ideal cycle, heat is rejected and work is done on
cycle, the working gasis alternately heated and cooled the working gasduring the constant temperature corn-
by constant-temperature and constant-volume pro- pression process 1-2. The amount of work required for
cesses'Stirlingenginesusuallyinc°rp°rateanefficiency- this process is represented by the area a-l-2-b in the
enhancing regeneratorthat captures heat during con- pressure-volume (p-v) diagram, and the amount of heat
stant-volume cooling and replaces it when the gas is transferred from the working gasby the area a-1-2-b on
heated at constant volume, the temperature-entropy ('l-s) diagram. The next pro-

cessis constant-volume heat addition (2-3), where the
There are a number of mechanical configurations that working gas temperature is raised from the heat input
implement these constant-temperature and constant- temperature TL to the heat rejection temperature Tu.
volume processes.Most involve the use of pistons and No work is done in this process. This heat addition is
cylinders. Someusea displacer(piston that displaces the represented by the area b-2-3-c in the T-s diagram.
working gaswithout changing its volume) to shuttle the Following this is the constant-temperature expansion
working gas back and forth from the hot region to the process(3-4), where work is done by the working gasas
cold region of the engine. For most engine designs, heat is added. This work is represented by the area b-3-
power is extracted kinematically by a rotating crank- 4-a in thep-v diagram and the heat addition by the area
shaft connected to the piston(s) by a connecting rod. c-3-4-d in the T-s diagram. The cycle is completed by a
An exception is the free-piston configuration, where constant-volume heat rejection process(4- I ), where no
power piston and ciisplacer bounce back and forth on work is done and the heat rejected is represented by the
springs, and power is extracted from the power piston by area a-l-4-d in the T-s diagram.
a linear alternator or pump. These configurations are
described below. Work is done on or produced by the cycle only during

the constant-temperature processes,l)ut heat is trans-
For dish/Stifling applications, an electric generator or ferred during all four processes.The net amount of work
alternator is usually connected to the mechanical out- done is represented by the area I-2-3-4 in the p-v
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diagram. Because energy -- be it in the form of heat or Kinetn<iti_ Slirlincj Lnuii_es
work-- is conserved (the first law of thermodynamics), The processes described above are shown in Figure 3-4
there is also a net amount of heat that must be added to as they occur in a kinematic(mechanically driven pistcm
the cycle to produce this work. This heat is represented and cylinder type) Stirling engine. Although there are

by the area I-2-3-4 in the T-s diagram, different configurations for implementing the four
basic processes in a real engine, the configuration shown

An important advantage of the Stifling cycle is the is typical and similar to that used in the United Stifling
capability of using a regenerator to full effect (i.e., elimi- 4-95 and other engines described later. In process 1-2,
hating all inefficient heat transfer). As shown graphi- the left-hand or cohlpi.ston compresses the working gas
cally on the T-s diagram, the heat rejected during the while it is cooled. The cool gas is then pushed through
constant volume heat rejection (area a-l-4-d) can be the regenerator in process 2-3, regaining heat stored
reused in the constant volume heating process (area b-2- there in the previous cycle, while the right-hand or hot
3-c). Heat is, therefore, only added or rejected in efficient piston moves back to maintain constant volume (there-
constant-temperatureprocesses, which is the basis for the fore requiring no work). The working gas is then
extremely high performance potential of the Stirling heated as it expands against the hot piston (process

cycle. In fact, with regeneration, the efficiency of the 3-4), thereby producing work. Finally, in process 4-I,
Stirling cycle equals that of the Carnot cycle, the the hot gas is shuttled back through the regenerator
most efficient of all ideal thermodynamic cycles. (See (with no change in volume), giving up heat to the

West (1986) for further discussion of the thermody- regenerator and reentering the low-temperature part
namics of Stirling cycle machines.) of the engine.

c.__ Cold HotPiston Regenerator Heater Piston

_ \ Oo i
a. Cooler Compression

'_ " (T=cinst')_%o Power

I (1-2)
b a

volume Heat Out Displacement

E_ Could be regenerator (1-2) (V = const, heating)
heat transfer 1

r3_/ !

_me ..... _///_".;?,//.//, _..#> In Expansion

E/'/_/..'/..//k'_/f-_"-/ (3-4) (m= Const.)- _f"A', .///,_ney / /

_'EI, f"..-,",")G'./ .,,.. PoweriE ¢2TI/!Y,/t/ _ //'1 ,,
_- TL '3.1// /i/ / / / _, f ......"

i_/ I (3-4)
I I I
i I t Displacement1 I

I i i (V = const, cooling)
b c a

I Entropy .........

I

figure 3-3. The four processes of an ideal Stifling engine figure 3-4. Basic processes of e kinematic 5titling
cycle (Stine and Harrigan, 1985). engine. (Numbers refer to states in figure 3-3.)
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in dish/Stirling systems, the high-temperature heat is pipe receiver is als(_ sh(_wn in FiRure 3-.S. The thermcMy-

transferred into tile engine from tile receiver, tteat is namic operati(m ()1 tile frec'-l)iston .',;tirling erlgivw is

transferred out ofthe engine and rejected to the atmo- identical to that otthe kinematicStirlingengine.lhe free-
sphere by a cooling system, l)ish/Stirling _(_oling sys- piston engine, however, operate_ with(_ut mechanical

terns are similar to those used on automobiles, typically linkages, and gas or mechanical springs are used t()

involving a purnl)ed ethylene glycol/water c()olant arid impart tile correct motions t() tile reciprt)cating pistc)ns.

a radiator, l:ree-l)isttm engines have tile i)otential ;ldvarllages ()f
simplicity, low cost and ultrareliability.

[:tee.PistonSliMing[ngi_le_

An innovativeway of accomiflishingtileStiflingcycle E_igine Efiiciev_(y

isemployed in the [rec-lfistonengine.Figure3-5 isa Heat engine efficiencyis the fractionof thermal

schematicrepresentationshowing themechanicalop- energy provided by the receivertllalcan bc c¢_n-

erationand thermodynamics of theseengines.A heat- vetted into mechanical work. The efficiency¢>fa

Linear t
Coohng Alternator D_splacemenl

Heat- Pipe W_ck Water CoilsReceiver

Regeneral°r I _ '

(

Displacer
Power Gas Springs

Liquid Sodium Piston AC Power

Output Compression

D_splacement

(

Expanslon

[)_siflac_-:me.rlt

Figure 3-5. Basic processes of a free-piston Stirling engine. (Numbers refer to states in Figure 3-3.)
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Chapter3

thermal conversion cycle/engine is limited by the Generally, alternator efficiencies are high, well above
Carnot cycle (ideal engine) efficiency derived from the 90%. Efficiencies approaching 100% are possible, but
second law of thermodynamics. Carnot cych"efficiency is generally at prohibitive cost.

a function of only the temperatures at which heat is
transferred to and from tile engine and forms a theoreti-
cal limit to the efficiency of any engine. System Performance and Economics

The efficiency of a real engine, called engine et_icieno', Overall System Perlormance
Solar-to-electricconversion efficiency is one of tile mostcan be written in terms of Carnot cycle efficiency as
important parameters affecting the cost of the electric-
ity from a dishlStirling system, it is determined by tile

qeng --I_c,,m,,t(1" Tt./Ttt), (3-10) combined solar collector and Stirlin{; engine efficien-

cies, along with parasitic losses.
where:

I'_Camot- the ratio of actual engine efficiency to Solar-to-[.le_iric Conversion l:lliciency
Carnot cycle efficiency Gross sot_ar-to-electricconw'r_ion efficiency is the product

Tu = heat input temperature (absolute tern- of Equations 3-7, 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11:
perature -- i.e., °R or K)

Tt = heat rejection temperature (also absolute qconv,gmss= llccmc|l recllengqalt. (3-12)
temperature).

The term (I- Tl./Tu) is the Carnot cycle efficiency. However, the most important measure of dishlStirling
system performance is tile net solar-to-eh'ctricconversion

Equation 3-10 shows that raising the heat input tern- efficiency (Stine and Powell, 1993). For this parameter,
perature improves engine efficiency. Regardlessof the the electric power consumed to operate the system,
size of the collector or how much energy is being called parasitic power (l_,arasiu__),must be subtracted
convertec_for a fixed heat rejection temperature (usu- from the grossoutput of the alternator. In mathematical
ally close to ambient temperature), the higher the terms, net solar-to-electric conversion efficiency is
temperature of thermal energy input, the higher the
engine efficiency. /_,ara.sitics

t]conv,net = l]conv,gross ll,,nAapp . (3-13)
Equation 3-10 also shows that lowering the cooling
temperature improves engine efficiency. In the de-

Parasitic power includes electrically driven cooling fans,
sign of dish/Stirling systems, considerable effort is

cooling pumps, controls, and tracking motors.
spent designing cooling systems that reject heat at
temperatures as close as possible to ambient
temperature. Energy ProductioI_

Up to this point, the instantaneous performance of a
dishlStirling system has been presented. Power is the

Alternator Efficiency instantaneous measure of how fast energy is being
Because dish/Stifling systems produce electrical produced at any given time. Ultimately, one is inter-
power, an alternator or generator is connected to the ested in how much electrical em't_,y is produced by
engine. Alternator efficiency, qalt, is defined in terms the system over a period of time. l.'or example, a
of the mechanical power required to generate electri- system may produce 25 kW of electrical power at
cal power: noon when the insolation is 1,000 W/m2; however,

of more interest to the user is whether the system was

electrical power output able to produce 250 kwh (kilowatt-hours) of electri-

qalt = mechanical power input' (3-I I) cal energy during that day.
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If powt'r ()utput is c(mst_lnl, _lsiinl_le' Inelltil_litatioll _t svnlt, nl, _iiltl 1._in tIlt, llt't <lln_unl _)1t'lit'rl4v Im_dllo.'d
p()wt, r timt's tilt' Ic'n_th of tilnt' it is pr()dutt'd is _lll tll_il ()ver,i vt,_ir (I,gu_iti()n :I-14). l'lit'tt, rinsi_ilid, ill I,qu_lli_ll
is lleCess_iry to C_.llcLll_lteth. ent'r_y l_r(idtict'd. I I()wt, vc,i', i_-1 ._art lilt' illtc'rc'sl r_itt' ()n t_tl)ital dlid lilt' lilt' _)1tht'
if I)()wer v_iric's (wc'r _i t_c,ri()d ()f tiint ,, the' t)()wt'r liltlsl lit' sVSlt'lll ill \ t'_lrs, rt'sl)t,tlivt'l)'.
inlc'14r_lietl over th_il l)C'i'i()d It) (ibl_liil t'nt'rl4)', l:.qu_ili()il
;/-14sh(wcsiilisiiltt,14rali()il lodt, tt, rillilit, lht, llc,i;.illi()uill l:.tiu_lli(/il ;t-I. g, sh()ws lh;,il Ill rc,tluc'c, lilt' fllkl ()1 siil_il'-
of t'llt'r_.v 17l)rotluc't'd ()vt'r _i%'t'_lr: tlc'rivt'd t, llt'r)_'%'fr()lli _1tlish/Sliriin)4 _vslt, rll, lift' s)'slt'lll

inusl l)t' ill _i rt'14i()n (ii hil4h iiis(il_iti_lll0 illt(irl)(ir_llt'

t.7= ,}l'il<,,n_.n<.iil,.,,.I,q,l,dl. t'fiitit'lll ointC, lllr_ll()rs _liltl l)()wt, r t'()llVt, rsi()ll svslt, lllS,I;t-141 _illtt h_lvt, _i l()w t;.ipil;.il _.ind ()t)t,l'_ilili)4 c'ost _illtl _i I(lll)4
"<"" litt'liint', ill _itlttiti(in, I)t,t_itlSt, tlish/Sl irlilil4 syslt, ills (like'

_ill s(_l_irc,nt'rl4y s)'sit'lllS) _irt,c_ipil_il inlt'nsivt', lilt' t()sl ()I
(;oilll)_irc'd to ()thc, r sol,Jr eit,ctric c()ilvt'rsion svslt, ills, t'lt't:tricily is st r( )ll)41)'dt't)t'ntlt'llt ()n lht' cosl ()f in()nt')', i.
tlish/Siirlinl4 s),slt, ills h;.ivt, iht, ahilily t(_ l)r(Itttic'c'
larl4t' _illlOunls o[t, nc'r/4y ()ver _1tl_ly (or ci )'t'_ir). This is A wt,ll-tlc, sil4nc,tl ttish/,_lirlinl4 s)'slt'in is _111ollliinuiil
m_iinl)'bt, causc'oflhc'inllerc'nthil4hc'fficit'ncvofttish/ i)_il_incc' t)t'lwt, t, il c()st, l)t, rlornl_inc't ', _ind rt, li_ibilil),.
Slirlin<_ svstc'ins. Ill _lttdilioT1, hc'c'_iust' t'ollll_()ilc'nts (') , ., .( nstqut, ntlv, lrt'nds ill the clt'sil4n ()I ils coilll)()-

/4t'ilt'r_lllv h;.ivt' I()w lht, rnlal inertial, tlishlSlirlinl4 s)'s- llt'nls lllusl t)t' iudl4t'tt for their t,t'on()lllJt bt, llt'fil.
tenls rt'st)Oiltt r_li)ittl), to tr_tnsi011ls (t(I t_ikt' _lt|VLllll_il_,t' This lllt'{lllS il_ciiri)oralinl4 tilt'Jr cost _iild t)c'rlorin_lilce
of availahle sunlil4iltl _ilitl tI_iVt, nlillinl_ii t'nt'r/4y I(/ss inlo systt'nl lr_ltle-otf sttidit's wht'rt, It'vt'lizt'd c'nt'rl4y

during c'ooldown, cost is c_iictil_liect. V_llid c(lnll)_irisons hc'twt't'n t'ffi-
cit'ncy vc,rsus lift'timt', initial cosl vt'rsus t'fficit'ncy, ()r

L(,w_lized [iler(jy (;osl illiti_il c'(/st versus suhst'tluc'nl lllainten_illt't' oists Cili
The ultimate loal ill devt'lot)iiI/4 ttish/Stirlillt4 sTstt'illS is tht'n i)e ill_ldt'.
to reduce tile _ivc'r_i_ec()sl (if c'nt,rt4y ttt'livered ()vc,r tilt,
lift'tilnt' ot: the sysl0113.(;ailed h'vdizud el/i'r,Tj' co.sl (1.1:.(;), In the t'lltl, it is the cost ()[ tilt' ent'rl4.v t)r(itluc'c'cl hy _idish/

ttlis is the, funttan_ont_il t)ar_iint'ter ttt'l:ir_illl4 tht' t,c()- Stirlint4 systt'in lhai itl_ittc'rs for c()nlint'rci_iliz_itii)n. Att-
nonlics of a dish/Stirlint4 (()r any ()tht, r) t'nt'r/4y t;)r()tlLic- vanc't,d ('()inl)(illt'nts ()lily ln_ikt, St'FISt'if the l.!';(; ()1 lilt'

in/4 system. I.t-(; is the cost of pr(iduc'int4 0nt'rl4y dividt'tt C'llc'rl4y I)r(ittuct'tl hy that systt, lll is rt,tluct'cl.
I)y the, ;.illl()tlllt o[ t,llt, r_y t)roducett.

Tht' cost of producin/4 t,it'ctricity is the cost to opt, r_ilc'
the svstem for a tyt)ic_ll yc'_ir plus the yearly t)aynlt'nt
required to l)_i)' hack ttit' initial cost of huilctinl4 the

s)'stem Ic'apit_il cost) divitlc'tl int() C'tlu_il installnlt, i_ts _it
a st)c'c'ified intert, sl rate (Stint, 191't(_)).Total c'ilt'r_.%'
produced for a )'ear is tilt' net t'lectrical p()w,er outt)ut (if
the system intel_ratc'd (SUllllllett) over _t);c,_ir. 1.1{(;C[ln
therefore he c,xpressc'd inathc'matically _ls

()M(: +(;('[ i(I +i)"
(i_-lS)

17

where' (](; ix tile filial c_it)il_ll c<lst ()f tht' s)'slt'in, ()N'I(
is the )'e_irl)' ()l)er_itin,_ _.intt lll_.iJiltt, il_illtt' c()sl ()I the'
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Chapter 4: Technology Advanceii-lent

This chapter surveys advancement of dish/Stir ling tech- ..................
nology under way in industrial hardware development
and government-led technology developnlent programs. HeaterHead Displacer

l'rojections for future development ofdish/Stlrling corn- Regenerator ._ :

t! • : Electrical

Cooler _ Feedthru

Har(lware Develol)ment Pr_gra_ils Laminati°nT>i _i'_`Stat°r L_ :::''2i"_ _"" J_'l Piston
(.leverFell_)w,,Irlnov,]tion(.ons(.)rtiuln(tJSA') I

Engineers previously employed in Stirling programs at i _3 ' -- ' - t_]_

l._it__/. __,_ Alternator

Mechanical Technologies Incorporated (MTI) founded } / _ Windings

(:lever Fellows Innovation Consortium, Inc., of Troy,

New York. They provide research and development and i l/l_/_
prototype manufacturing services to manufacturers of l/,Pressure

Stirling engine and alternator systems. (:urrently, they { vessel x_,,_ _.......i l \i_I/_i_/ Magnets

are providing support to ('un]mins Power Generation

for the development of 7.5-kW and 25-kW engines, i Spring _-J - ] Integrated

Clever Fellows isalso building test machinery and linear ! Piston

alternators for the space power engine of NASA l,ewis ) i
Research Center. 1

(.umnIir_,P_wer (.__,el]erati_._rLIn_:.(USA) ! ............................................................

Cun]mins Power (;eneration, Inc. (CP(;), of Columbus,
Indiana, has been developing not only a 7.5-kW,. dish/ Figure 4-1. CumminsPower Generation 25-kW engine.
Stirling system for the remote-applications market, but
also a 25-kW free-piston Stifling engine for terrestrial
power generation (l:igure 4-1) under the NASA Ad- bearings (l:igure 4-2). I'ower extraction through the
vanced Stirling (_onversion Systems (ASCS) program pressurized casing is accon]plished with either mag-
(Shaltens and Schreiber, 1990). The preliminary engine netic couplings through the pressure housing or with

design has a single cylinder and incorporates a linear integrated generators inside the pressure housing.
alternator that permits the entire engine and alternator

to be hermetically sealed. The working gas is helium at The second HT(: Solar Research (;enter dish/Stirli_lg
IO.S MPa (1520 psi) and the maximum heater head system uses HT(Ysfixed-focusccmcentratorIf¢_cal point
temperature is 700°(: (1300°I:). A sodium heat-pipe remains fixed while parat)oh)idal segments track the
receiver is used in this design, sun). At the f¢_cus is a heat-pipe receiver that translers

heat to both a Stirling engine and t(_ magnesium hy-
t_I( S_lar R_,s¢:ar_h (Ger_tlaf_y) dride thermal storage. Excess heat not used by the
HT(: Solar l-orschungs-(;entrum (,mbH (Solar Research engine drives off hydrogen trcml the magnesium hy-

(.:enter) (formerly Bomin Solar) of 1.6rrach, (;ermany, is dride. This hydrogen goes to a h)wer-temperalure tita-
developing two dish/Stirling systems. The first fiT(: nium hydride storage where domestic licit water may he
Solar Research dish/Stirling system will use a stretched- heated as the gas is absorl)ed. AI night, the pr¢_ce.,,s
membrane concentrator and t tT(;'s 3-kW kinematic reverses, providing co¢)iing (fearrefrigeraticm) at the Iow-
Stirling engine. The engine is a hermetically sealed temperature storage, andtwatingatthehigh-temlwrature
75-cm _(4.6-in _)single-cylinder engine with a dry, pres- storage, which can be used either t¢_ccmtinue ¢_perati(m¢_f

surized crankcase and permanently lubricated and sealed the Stirling engine or to prcwide heat f¢)rc¢_¢Ning.
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Technology Advancement

hardware developments include a heat-pil_e receiver (in within the crankcase and tile entire unit is hermetically

conjunction with DI.R) and a hybrid receiver for their sealed. This SI'(: engine is expected to have a 5(),()()()-

system in conjunction with ZSW. hour life.

Science Applications Inter_ationai The second S'1"¢.:engine, a 2S-kW free-piston Stirlirlg

Corporation (USA) hydraulic (STIRI.I(_I._I) engine (Figure 4-4), has cam-
Science Applications International Corp. (SAIC) of San pleted the final phases of design under the t I.S. l)epart-
Diego, California, andGolden, Colorado, has fabricated ment of l:.nergy's Advanced Stirling (;onversion Sys-
12 prototype facets that are 3 meters (9.8 feet) in tems(ASCS) l_rogram. The heliun] working gas ol_erates
diameter for the DOE faceted stretched-membrane dish at 7OO°C 11300°I: ) and 18.3 Ml'a (2050 psi). Metal

at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Albuquerque, bellows hermetically separate the helium working gas
New Mexico (SAIC, 1991). The SAIC design uses a from a hydraulic region. (;ounter-oscillating free inten-
vacuum to elastically deform a thin O.OS-mm (3-mil) sifter pistons in the hydraulic region pUml_ hydraulic
stainless steel membrane. A silvered polymer reflective fhJid from 0.3 MPa (40 psi) to 20.7 Ml'a (30()0 psi). The
film covers the membrane. The facets have been success- high-pressure hydraulic fluid drives a hydraulic motor

fully tested on the DOE faceted stretched-membrane dish. that in turn drives a three-phase induction generator.
Both motor and generator are comnlercially available

Solar Kinetics, Inc. (USA) items. An alternate version of this engine with the
Solar Kinetics, Inc. (SKI), of Dallas, Texas, has designed hydraulic pump replaced by a linear alternator has also
and tested a single-element 7-meter (23-foot)stretched- been designed. Planar spring-type flexure bearings are
membrane concentrator as a prototype for larger pro- used to support the piston and displacer, with close
ductiondishes(SKl, 1991). The dish is made by stretch- clearance seals for the cylinders. Since there is no

ing a thin 0.10-ram (4-rail) sheet of stainless steel on a rubbing contact, no lubricant is required.
steel rim. Alternately applying water and vacuum loads
plastically forms the membrane to approximate a pa-
raboloidal shape. An ahJminized polyester membrane
covers the top of the formed paraboloidal dish and is
held in place by a vacuum behind the membrane. Heater

Dmplacer

Solar Kinetics has also designed and fabricated twelve Regenerator _
3-meter (9.8-ft) diameter prototype facets for the JLDOE faceted stretched-membrane dish at Sandia Na-

tional(schertzLaboratorieS,etal., 1991). Albuquerque, New Mexico Cooler_ _I_

Stirling Technology Company (USA)
Stifling Technology Company (s'rc) of Richland, Wash- l-
ington, is designing two Stifling engines for solar appli-
cations (White, 1993). The first STC engine is a 5-kW
reciprocating kinematic engine (Figure 4-:]). Its her-
metica]ly sealed crankcase is based on a Stifling cycle

cryocoder design and is at an advanced stage of develop- i

ment, with extensive endurance testing already cam- t

pleted. The hot-end development of the engine is not r-:sq Welded MetalBellows
yet under way. This engine design employs two com-
pressor pistons and one displacer and is of the klngbom

( o , .................................................................................................................................................... jconfiguration. The 5-kW engine uses helium at 6 )0 (.

(1100°F) and 4.5 MPa (650 psi). Internal hermetic metal

bellows seals separate the engine working space from Figure 4-3. Stirling Technology Corporation 5-kW

the crankcase. A rotary induction generator is located engine.
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c:otlfigurati¢_nand has a high l_C_wer-t_J-weightratic_.

Hehum Heater Variable disl_lacement l_¢_wer c_ntr¢_l thr_ugh a vari-Working

Gas I "! r • Tube able-allgle swasIlplate lllei.'h;.llliSlllpr(lvider_hi_h effi-

L Displacer CiellCy over a wide [)()wer rallg(.,.

Clearance Dr_ve
Seal Bellows

Cooler Tube Stirling Thermal Motors and l)etr¢_it l)iesel (2_rporaticm
Regenerator Power |laVe a cooperat ive agreelllell t to deve'l(lp, I/lan 1.1fact u re

Bellows alld market the STM4-12() for commercial prc_ducts
including solar dish/Stirling applicaticms (Bennethum

224cm el al., 1991). They are currently engaged in a compre-(8.8 in.)
hensive engine design, manufacturing, and testing pro-i

' l gram with plans to fabricate and test I00 engines forintensifier Pumping

Buffer ] selected applications over the llext several years.Power Piston Chamber Buffer BellowsBounce Gas

Piston Starter t Surlpower, Inc.

STABILIZER William Beal, inventor of the free-piston Stirling
engine, founded Sunpower, Inc., of Athens, Ohio, to

ValveC°ntr°l __------'-_ develop and market Stirling engine technology.
Scotch

890 cm Yoke
(35.0 in.)

Figure 4-4. The Stirling Technology Corporation
STIRLICTM 25-kW engine.

Receivers for both S'I'C engines are liquid-metal pool

boilers using a sodium/potassium eutectic (NAN-78)
9._..that has a melting point of -12.@'C (.3't.). A 10-kW

solar/natural gas hybrid receiver demonstration unit is

being separately developed under contract to the Na-

tional Renewable Energy l.aboratory (NREI.).

The STC/NREI. receiver is designed to accept indepen-

dently or simultaneously solar and natural gas heat

input at levels between 25% and 100"Z, of full power. It

is thus capable of operating at full power in either mode

or at reduced levels of solar insolation. Preliminary full-

power testing of the hybrid receiver was successfully

initiated in 1993. A photograph of the hybrid receiver in

a test cell using radiant lamp solar simulation is shown

in Figure 4-5.

.StirlintJ Thernlal Motors (LJSA)

Stirling Thermal Motors iS'I'M)of Ann Arbor, Michigan,

test nga general-purposehas been developing and , i

Stirling engine designated the STM4-120. This engine

was designed to produce 25 kW ¢_fpower at a speed of Figure 4.5. 5tirling Technology hybrid receiver in a test

'" r, fcmr-cvlinder, double-acting cell using radiant lamp solar simulation.1800 rpm. It f_atu _s a
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They are currently working with Cumn_ins Power their pool-boiler receiver. The CPG hybrid receiver will

Generation, Inc., to develop both the 9-kW and 25- be tested at Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

kW free-piston engines that (:ummins will produce

and market. NASA Lewis Research Center (USA)

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio (NASA LeRC),

Technology Development Programs is responsible for derek)ping the technologies required
for future space power applications of the Stirling power
converter (an engine combined with either an alterna-

German Aerospace Research Establishment
tor, a compressor, or a pump)_ The need for a strong

(DLR) (Germany) Stifling infrastructure to enhance the potential success
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt ftir l.uft und Raumfahrt of Stifling converters for future space power applica-
e.V. (DLR), the German Aerospace Research l'stablish- tions motivates Lewis Research Center's interest in

ment, is currently developing liquid metal heat-pipe terrestrial applications of Stirling converter technology.
receivers for use with dish/Stifling applications. A I)I.R

receiver using liquid sodium has been built and tested For these reasons, the Lewis Research Center has pro-
on-sun with a Stirling engine (Laing and Goebel, 1991) vided technical management for the U.S. Department
and testing of a second design is currently under way of Energy'sAdvancedStirlingConversiongystems(ASCS)

(Goebel and Laing, 1993). terrestrial Stirling converter development project

(Shaltens and Schreiber, 1991). Until 1992, this project

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (USA) was developing two free-piston Stifling converters that

The major thrust of work related to dish/Stirling systems provide nominally 25 kW of electric power to a utility

at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is grid and meet the Department of Energy's performance

the development of inexpensive, long-lasting, highly and long-term cost goals. These engines incorporate

reflective polymer films. The goal is an inexpensive film solar cavity receivers with liquid-metal heat transport.

with a 10-year life and a specular reflectance greater Stifling engine programs previously managed by the

than 90% into a 4-mrad full-cone acceptance angle. Lewis Research Center include the Department of En-

ergy-funded Automotive Stirling Engine (ASE) Program

The National Renew;able Energy Laboratory is in- and the Space Power Demonstrator Engine (SPDE) pro-

volved in optical testing and characterization of gram. AdditionalprojectsincludetestingofthePhillips/

concentrators being developed for dish/Stirling en- United Stirling GPU-3, the P-40, and the MOD-1 kine-

gine systems. This includes surface shape character- matic Stirling engines, along with testing of the original

ization using the Scanning Hartmann Optical Test RE-1000, the RE-1000 hydraulic output converter, the

(SHOT) (Wendelin et al., 1991) and material HP-1000heat-pipeengine, and the Space Power Research

specularity testing using their Large Aperture Near Engine (SPRE) free-piston Stifling converters. Additional

Specular Imaging Reflectometer (LANSIR). facilities at the Lewis Research Center allow research of

regenerators, lir_e-_ralternators, and load interaction and

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory is also cur- control of free-piston converters (Cairelli et al., 1993).

rently funding the development of hybrid receivers for

applications to dish/Stifling systems. Stifling Technol- Sandia National Laboratories (USA)

ogy Company (STC) is developing a NaK pool-boiler Two concentrator development programs are currently

and Cummins Power Generation (CPG) a sodium heat- proceeding at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), Albu-

pipe receiver. Both can be heated by a natural gas flame querque, New Mexico. One is the development of a dish
when adequate solar insolation is not available. This using multiple stretched-membrane facets. Designated

type of receiver can keep the engine operating at con- here as the DOE faceted stretched-membrane dish,

stant temperature as a cloud passes, on very cloudy days this design builds on stretched-membrane heliostat

when full solar operation is not possible, and at night, technology for central receivers. The approach is to

Cummins Power Generation has compk-ted the design use 12 stretched-membrane facets 3 m (10 ft) in

of their heat-pipe receiver and Stifling Technology diameter, the largest size that can be practically

Corporation has fabricated and begun ground testing transported (Alpert et al., 1991). This concentrator
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provides adequate concentrated solar radiation to Two of the NEIDO engines are rated at 3 kW: the NS03M

power a 2S-kW Stifling engine. Science Applications developed by Mitsubishi -- a piston/displacer engine
International (SAIC) and Solar Kinetics (SKI) are de- operating at 700°C (1300°F) and 6.2 MPa (900 psi)

veloping the facets for this dish (see above), and WG and the NS03T by Toshiba -- a 60 ° V-cylinder engine

Associates is designing the concentrator support struc- operating at 730°C (13S0°F) and 6.4 MPa (930 psi}. The

ture and tracking drives (Mancini, 1991). other two Stifling engines (Sanyo's NS30S and Aisin
Seiki's NS30A) are 30-kW engines and are more appli-

The second concentrator development project is a single cable to dish/Stifling systems. The NS30S produced by

stretched-membrane concentrator. It is described in the Sanyo was described earlier in this chapter and the

section on the work of Solar Kinetics (SK1). NS30A produced by Aisin Seiki is described in

Chapter 2.

Sandia National Laboratories is also currently develop-

ing two types of liquid-metal reflux receivers (Diver et In addition, a significant amount of university research

al., 1990). One type is a pool-boiler receiver and the in Japan is in progress at Meiii University (Prof. Fujii)

other is a heat-pipe receiver. Both designs are called and Nihon University (Prof. Isshiki). Both university
reflux receivers because the condensed liquid metal researchers are developing internally illuminated solar

passively returns to the boiling pool or heat-pipe wick Stirling engines where concentrated solar radiation passes

by gravity. Sandia has tested both kinds of reflux receiv- through a quartz glass window and heats a porous
ers on a solar concentrator using calorimeter measure- absorbing mesh inside the cylinder (Figure 4-6). Solar

ments to evaluate their performance (Andraka et al., testing on engines of this type is beginning.

1993; Moreno et al., 1993a and 1993b).

No known concentrator development for commercial

In addition, Sandia is testing the Stifling Thermal Mo- terrestria! applications is taking place in Japan. Both of

tors STM4-120 engine (Linker et al., 1991). This pro- the above universities have built two Cassegranian-type

gram includes dynamometer testing and on-sun testing dish concentrators for powering experimental engines.

of STM's solar power conversion system package on a In addition, a recent system performance study (Sekiya

test bed concentrator, et al., 1992) suggests that a 30-kWe dish/Stirling system

could be economically sited on the island of Okinawa

Solar and Hydrogen Energy Research Center because of the high insolation available.

(ZSW) (Germany)

Zentrum for Sonnenenergie und Wasserstoff Forschung Russia
(ZSW), Stuttgart, one of Germany's institutions for solar Since 1989, the Russian government has sponsored the
and hydrogen energy research, was founded in 1988. In development of dish/Stifling systems under their
the field of solar thermal engineering, ZSW's research Ecologically Clean Power Engineering program. The

activities focus on medium- and high-temperature ap- goal is to use technological expertise in their atomic,
plications. For dish/Stirling systems, ZSW perfmms solar aerospace, and defense industries to develop clean
testing of components (receivers) and complete systems solar-fueled power systems for large-scale power pro-
in its dish/Stifling test facility. It is working on a concept duction. A secondary objective is to utilize military
for hybridization of the V-160 engine that would permit equipment to be dismantled under the army reduc-
use of both solar and fossil heat in parallel operation, tion program.

Japan Russia's atomic industry -- and the Institute of Physics

Several current research and prototype development and Power Engineering in particular_has substantial

activities in Japan are aimed at developing dish/Stifling experience with high-temperature heat-transfer fluids

technology. Four Stifling engines were designed for such as molten salts and liquid metals. They are apply-

heat pump or small electric generator applications in a ing this expertise to develop heat-transfer systems for

Stifling engine development program sponsored by the Stifling engine designs (Gonnov et. al., 1991 ). The dish/

New Energy and Industrial Development Organization Stirling concept was proof-tested under solar opera-

(NEll)O). These engines may also be used in solar dish/ tion in Russia in 1990 (l,oktionov, 1991 ; Loktionov et

Stifling applications, al., 1993).
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Two solar/electric systems are being developed in Russia Absorber

(Loktionov et al., 1993):

• Onewillusethe2-kWfree-pistonStirlingeilgine Gas _-1l"- \ J '__" ::::__])il>_ _>

and heat-pipe receiver shown schematically in Spring -_ '"

ti:::!,,,l!ilp14s't°r
Figure 4-7. The working gas for this engine is L

............ I

output The engine will be ,,,ounted on afaceted Displaoer (! _;iII i /
• .)[l 1_11 Regeneratordish concentrator using 21 sheet metal facets ....... - ......'

that are().S meters (1.6 feet) in dlameter.'l'he t_!] [ _ ' _ _i7 _

t_eater _ Armature
facets are coated with an alumintim film. The [ ......

dish is mounted on a converted military azi _i " --'*-

muth-elevation tracking turret. Cylinder Buffer

• The second system uses the lO-kW free-pistor] Stirling -__ _ _J
engine/alternator shown in Figure 4-8. The engine pi, rl

has two opposirlg power pistons incorporating lin- Cooler
ear alternators and four displacer cylinders. The vapor
engine operates using helium at 675°C (12S0°F) and Chamber

Figure 4-7. Simplified design scheme of Russian free-
piston Stirling engine.

Quartz Glass
Window Absorber

_._.. & _._,_ Regenerator

Displacer ._P_J!
.I,L-.___.CL_ .---. ,

!- ,, "_F----

Cooler

Power
Piston

! t

__F I

I I

Figure 4-6. Nihon University TNT 3 engine.
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Figure4-& _u_ion free-pistonStirlingengine.

10 MPa (1450 psi) and has an integrated liquid- rized below in terms of the major components of a

metal heat-pipe receiver. Components of this en- dish/Stirling system.

gine are currently undergoing bench testing. A

double-dish concentrator with a central support Engines
pillar is being developed for this engine.

The trend in engine development is toward extending

engine lifetime and increasing reliability (Holtz and

Projections for Future Development Uherka, 1988). To increase lifetime and reliability, en-
. gine development is following two paths: design im-

provements in the kinematic Stifling engine and devel-

Renewed interest is evident internationally in devel- opment of the free-piston Stirling engine.

oping dish/Stifling systems for generation of electric-

ity with solar energy. Renewed concerns about the Fromamanufacturingpointofview, kinematicStirling

vulnerability of traditional energy sources, a growing engines are similar to the internal combustion en-

worldwide concern for the environment, and techni- gine. However, a major issue in the design of these

cal advances have again placed dish/Stirling in the engines is sealing the high-pressure parts of the

forefront of solar electric power generation strate- engine in areas where sliding mechanical seals are

gies. Trends in this renewed evolution are summa- required. The use of a pressurized crankcase, such as
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in the STM4-120, is aimed at improving the reliability Aluminized or silvered plastic nlembranes are currently
and life of this critical component, inexpensive and their limited lifetime when exposed to

the sun and weather is being extended. Thin silvered

Designs are being developed for free-piston Stirling glass mirrors remain an alternative, l,ong lifetimes in
engines with noncontacting bearings that eliminate the the outside environment, along with high and main-
need for lubrication and tile potential for wear. A linear tainable surface reflectance, make glass a strong design

alternator, incorporated within the pressurized enve- alternative. Both surfaces are being incorporated into
lope, eliminates the necessity for a mechanical seal current concentrator designs.
between the engine and surroundings.

Support of reflective surfaces has moved from concen-
Also, the free-piston engine design lends itself to the use trator designs where (1) many individually shaped ai3U
of flexure bearings. Stirling Technology Corp. is experi- adjusted facets are supported by a strong space frame to
menting with planar spring-type flexures and Clever (2) thin stretched membranes focused by small vacu-
Fellows with strap-type flexures. Sunpower is also using urns. Designs use one or a few facets, thereby reducing

planar spring flexures in current engines. The bearings, the complexity (and therefore the cost) of mounting
usuallymadeofthinspringsteel, providefor movement and adjustment. As an example, the McDonnell Dou-
in only one dimension without contact friction, are glas concentrator design reduced the number of indi-
relatively inexpensive, and have predictable lifetimes, vidually mounted and adjusted facets to 82 from the

336 used in the Vanguard concentrator while maintain-
Rec:eivers ing high optical performance.

An objective in receiver design is to make receivers
smaller to reduce cost and improve performance. The
current trend is to use evaporation and condensation of

liquid metals to transfer heat from tile solar absorber to
the engine heater. This approach provides three posi-
tive benefits to the system:

• First, evaporating/boiling liquid metals have very
high heat flux capabilities. Therefore, the absorbing
surface may be designed smaller.

• Second, when the working gas is heated by conden-
sation on the heater tubes rather than with direct

solar flux, heating is uniform and at a constant

temperature. Therefore, the engine can operate at a
gas temperature closer to the material limit of the
absorber.

• Third, using a liquid metal evaporation/condensa-
tion interface allows for independent design of the
concentrator and the engine, and more readily
accommodates hybridization.

Design trends are toward more cost-effective designs
using fewer facets and lower-cost reflective materials.
Because the concentrator of a dish/Stirling system has a
large surface area, it is important to use inexpensive
materials both for the reflective surface and its struc-

tural support.
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Part I1: Component Description

• Concentrators

• Receivers

• Engines
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Chapter S: Concentrators
Concentrators account for about 25% of the cost of a have been developed for dish/Stirling apl)licaticms: the i

dish/Stirling system. Concentrators designed in the late General Electric I'I)C-1 (Table 5-4, Figure 5-4)and the

1970s and early 1980s were generally very efficient, but Acurex 1S-m dish concentrator {Table S-S, Figure S-S).

were expensive to manufacture. They were typically This style of dish concerltrator has also been pr¢_duced for

constructed using multiple glass facets individually other applications, t'or one non-dish/Stirling applica-

mounted on a space frame. In an attempt to increase the tion, a 6-m full-surface paraboloid was designed a_id

cost-effectiveness of solar concentrators, designers have manufactured by Omnium-(} in 1978 for use with a

tried forming full paraboloids out of sheet metal and steam engine. This concentrator used polished alumi-

with stretched membranes. Faceted stretched-mere- num sheet on polyurethane foam supported by trusses.

brane concentrators have also been developed. Testing showed an optical efficiency of about 6()_'A,at a
geometric concentration ratio of 800. In another non-

A survey of dish/Stifling concentrators follows. This dish/Stirling application, General Electric designed and

survey organizes dish/Stifling concentrators into three Solar Kinetics fabricated 114 seven-meter-diameter full-

categories: glass-faceted concentrators, full-surface pa- surface dish concentrators. They were made of 21 die-

raboloid concentrators, and stretched-membrane (single- stamped aluminum petals, covered with an aluminized

facet and multifaceted) concentrators. Photos, draw- acrylic film (3M's FEK 244). These were used to provide
ings, and specifications for these units are provided in thermal energy at 400°C ".for a solar total energy system

the indicated figures and tables, at Shenandoah, Georgia. These concentrators had a

geometric concentration ratio of 234.

Glass-Faceted Concentrators
Stretched-.Membrane Coilcentrators

Glass-faceted concentrators developed for dish/Stirling
systems use spherically curved, individually alignable To reduce the cost of large dish concentrators, designs
glass mirror facets mounted on parabolic-shaped struc- incorporating thin nlembranes stretched over both sides

tures. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory Test Bed Con- of a metal ring have been developed. The membranes

centrator (TBC) (Table 5-1,* Figure 5-1), the Van- may be thin reflective plastic sheeting or thin metal

guard concentrator (Table 5-2, Figure 5-2), and the sheeting with a reflective coating applied to one of the

McDonnell Douglas concentrator (Table 5-3, Figure membranes. A slight vacuum in the space between the

5-3) are of this type. two membranes is controlled to provide a concave,

focused contour to the reflector. In an emergency, this

Because the individual mirrors have small curvatures, space can be pressurized to defocus the mirror.

and it is relatively easy to achieve and maintain high

accuracy with small mirrors, these designs generally The shape produced by drawing a slight vacuum behind

have high concentration ratios. On the other hand, a membrane is not a paraboloid. When creating a

they also tend to be heavy and expensive and require stretched-membrane mirror with a small f/d (less than

accurate alignment of a large number of mirrors, approximately 3), it is not possible to form accurate

enough mirrors with vacuum alone. Techniques have

therefore been developed to preshape the membrane

Full-Surface Paraboloid Concentrators beyond its elastic limit, thus providing a shape approxi-
mating that of a paraboloid. An alternative stretched-
membrane concentrator design that is similar to glass-

A number of full-surface paraboloid concentrators faceted concentrator construction uses a large number

have been built. In this design, the entire surface forms of small stretched-membrane facets mounted on a sup-
a paraboloid. Two full-surface paraboloid concentrators port frame.

* Parameterspresented in the tables in this chapter aredefined and discussedin Chapter 3.
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Three single-facet stretched-membrane concentra- The advantage of muitifaceted concentrators is that
tors have been developed for dish/Stirling applica- the .f/d ratio for the individual facets is large; therefore,

tions. Two were developed by the German firm of less curvature is required in the facet surface. With

Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner (SBP), of stretched-membrane facets, accurate contours without

Stuttgart, Germany: the SBP 17-m single-facet dish inelastic stretching of the membrane are possible.

('Fable 5-6, Figure 5-6) and the SBP 7.5-m single-

facet dish (Table 5-7, Figure 5-7). The third, a 7-m Three multifaceted stretched-membrane concentrators

prototype single-facet stretched-membrane concen- have been developed for dish/Stifling applications: the

trator, has been built by Solar Kinetics, Inc. (SKI) Cummins Power Generation CP(;-460 multifaceted con-

(Table 5-8, Figure 5-8). SKI and Sandia are develop- centrator (Table 5-9, FigureS-9),thel)OEfacetedstretched-

ing an 11-m stretched-membrane design for dish/ membrane dish (Table 5-10, Figure 5-10), and the HTC

Stifling applications. Solar Research concentrator (Table S-I 1, Figure S-11).

Table 5-1. let Propulsion Laboratory Test Bed Concentrator

The JetPropulsionLaboratory (JPL)test bed concentrator wasthe first dish to be usedto operate a dish/Stirling engine. Using
spacecommunication dish antenna technology, it was designed for testing solarengines and receivers.Two of these test units
were built and originally installed at the JPLsolar test facility at EdwardsAir ForceBase.Both still operate as test units at Sandia
National Laboratories' National SolarThermal TestFacility in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 10.7 m (equivalent)"
RimAngle 45°
Projected Area 89.4 m2
Reflector SurfaceArea 93.5 m2
FocalRatio, f/d 0.6
ReceiverAperture 180 to 220 mm
Concentration Ratio (geometric) 3500 (180-ram receiveraperture)

FACETS
Number of Facets 220 (option of 8 more)
Facet Design Thin-glassmirrors bonded onto machined FoamglasTM substrate.
Sizeof Facet 610 mmx 710 mm x 51 mm
Nominal Radiiof Curvature 13.20, 15.748, 16.10 m (spherical)
ReflectiveSurface 1.5 mm thick back-silvered low-iron glass
Reflectance(initial) 95%
Nominal SlopeError 0.5 mrad

STRUCTURE
FacetSupport Structure Steelspace-frame
FocalPoint Load 900 kg (increasedfrom 500 kg original design)
Tracking Azimuth/elevation
Tracking Accuracy 0.9 mrad
Slew Rate(azimuth) 2028°/h (13 m/s wind)
Slew Rate(elevation) 168°/h (27 m/s wind)
Stow Position Reflectorvertical

Total Weight 16,000 kg
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 62 kWt at 800 W/m 2 insolation (design)
77 kWt into 254 mm aperture @1000 W/m"

PeakOptical Concentration Ratio 17,500
Optical Efficiency 90%
Year 1979
Number Built 2

Manufacturer E-Systems,Dallas,Texas, USA

Source:JPL(1980)

Assuming circular reflective area.
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Table 5.2. Vanguard I Concentrator

The firstmodern commercialventure to producea dish/Stirlingsystemwas the Vanguard I dlsh/Stirling systemdeveloped by
Advanco.Thisconcentratorwith the USAB4.95 Stirlingenginerecordedthe "world's record"of 29.4% forconversionof
sunlightto electricity.
DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 10.57 m (equivalent)*
ProjectedArea 86.7 m2
Reflector SurfaceArea 91.4 m2

RimAngle 45°
FocalRatio, f/d 0.6

ReceiverAperture 200 mm
Concentration Ratio(geometric) 2800

FACETS
Number of Facets 336

FacetDesign Thin-glassmirrors bonded onto machined Foamglassubstrate.
' Sizeof Facet 451 mm x 603 mmx 50 mm

Nominal Radiiof Curvature 13.16 m and 15.80 m (spherical)
ReflectiveSurface 1.5-ram-thick back-silvered low-iron glass
Reflectance(initial) 93.5%

Slope Error 0.5 mrad
STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Spaceframe truss
FocalPoint Load 900 kg
Tracking Two-axis exocentric gimbal (45°)
Slew Rate 3600°/h (skewaxis) 1800°/h (azimuth axis)
Drive Motors 2 @O.75 hp with speed reduction

Drive Motor Power (daily average) 600 W (390 W daily average)
Stow Position Reflectorvertical or horizontal

Module Weight 10,400 kg (excluding engine/alternator and pedestal)
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 76.4 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 89%
Year 1984

Number Built 1

.............. Maoufa_turer......................... Adyanco Co.rp,,..LosAnqe!es_.Ca!.!forn!a,,.US_A...............................................

Source:Washom (1984); Washom et al. (1984); Droher and Squier (1986)

Assuming circular reflective area.
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Figure 5.2. Vanguard I concentrator.
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Table 5.3. McDonnell Douglas Corporation Concentrator

........................... •................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .....................................................................................................

, At about the time of the Vanguard project, McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDAC) of Huntington Beach, California, designed at
commercially oriented faceted dish to be used with the USAB 4-95 Stirling engine. Eight units were built and received extensive I
testing at different sites. Subsequently, Southern California Edison purchased the marketing and manufacturing rights to this
concentrator design.

DESIGN I
Aperture Diameter 10.57 m (equivalent)*

Projected Area 87.7 m 2

Reflector Surface Area 91.0 m 2

Focal Length 7.45 m

Focal Ratio, f/d 0.7

Rim Angle 39 '_

Receiver Aperture 200 mm

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 2793

FACETS

Number of Facets 82 (option of 6 more)

Facet Design Thin commercial grade float glass mirrors bonded onto a steel backing sheet
bonded to a stretch-formed steel structural substrate.

Size of Facet 910 x 1220 mm

Nominal Radii of Curvature 15.21, 15.65, 16.26, 16.94 and 17.73 m (spherical)

Reflective Surface Back-silvered 0.7 mm glass

Reflectance (initial) 91.1 %

Slope Error 0.6 mrad

STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Truss structure on beam

Module Height 11.9 m

Module Width 11.3 m

Tracking Azimuth/elevation

Tracking Accuracy 0.2 mrad

Drive Motor Power 40 to 100 W

Stow Position Reflector vertical (normal)

Horizontal (high wind)

Wind Stow Velocity 16 m/s

Total Weight 6934 kg

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 70 to 80 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 88.1%

Peak Optical Concentration Ratio 7500

Year 1984

Number Built 6

i Manufacturer McDonnell Douglas Corp., Huntington Beach, CA, USA

Source: Lopez and Stone (1992)

Assuming circular reflective area.
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Table 5-4. General Electric PDC- 1 Concentrator

In 1979, the General Electric company designed the PDC.I under the guidance of the JetPropulsion Laboratory, which at that
time was leading the parabolic dish development program for the U.S. Department of Energy.Ford Aerospaceand Communica-
tions built one unit in 1982. This concentrator was designed to be a commercially feasible concentrator for dish/Stifling applica-
tions as well asother solar thermal power systems.
DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 12 m

Focal Ratio,f/d 0.5

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 1500
DISH

Design 12 radial triangular gores, each comprising inner, center, and outer panels,
attached to 12 radial steel ribs located in front of the reflective panels.

Gore Construction Aluminized plastic film laminated to a plastic sheetand then bonded to a
molded fiberglass/balsawood sandwich panel.

ReflectiveSurface Aluminized plastic (LlumarTM)

Reflectance 85% (est)
STRUCTURE

Tracking Azimuth/elevation
Stow Position Reflectorface down

Tracking 0.9 mrad
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 72.5 kWt at I000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 76%
Year 1982

Number Built I

Manufacturer GeneralElectric/Ford Aerospace, USA

Source: Pandaet al. (1985)
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Table 5-5. Acurex 15-m Dish Concentrator

A full-surface paraboloid dish concentrator was built by Acurex Corporation of Mountain View, California. This was part of the
Innovative Concentrator design program sponsored by Sandia National Laboratories.A weld failure occurred during awind
storm at the Albuquerque test site just after the concentrator was installed and before performance data could be obtained. The
concentrator was not repaired.
DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 15 m

FocalRatio,f/d 0.5

Concentration Ratio(geometric) 1925
DISH

Design Stamped sheet-metal reflective panels structurally integrated with panel
support structure. Smooth front sheet bonded to stamped back sheet.

PanelConfiguration Two concentric rings with 40 outer and 20 inner panels.

Nominal SlopeError 2-3 mrad (goal)

ReflectiveSurface Silvered acrylicfilm (3M ECP300)

Reflectance(initial) 95%
STRUCTURE

Tracking Azimuth/elevation - hydraulic motor drive

Weight 11,406 kg
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 162 kWt at 1000 W/m 2insolation

Optical Efficiency 92%
Year 1986

Number Built 1

Manufacturer Acurex Corp., Mountain View, California, USA

Source:Diver (1986)
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Table 5.6. Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 17-m Single-Facet Concentrator

Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner developed the technology for fabricating a single-facet stretched-membrane concentrator to
be used with United Stirling's 50-kW 4-275 engine. Two of these are in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, and the other is in Lampoldshausen
(near Stuttgart) and is being used for research by the German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR).

DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 17 m

Reflective Area 227 m 2

Usable Mirror Area 92%

Focal Length 13.6 m

Focal Ratio, f/d 0.80

Receiver Aperture (design) 700 mm

Intercept Factor at Receiver 90%

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 600

REFLECTOR

Number of Facets 1

Facet Design Two sheet-steel membranes stretched across a ring. One is plastically
deformed to desired shape by applying positive air pressure under the .surface
when inverted. Shape is i_aintained by partial vacuum between the
membranes.

Size of Facet 17 m diameter

Membrane 0.50 mm steel

Reflective Surface Back-silvered O.7-mm glass bonded onto sheet steel

Reflectance (initial) 92%

STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Ring pin mounted to frame with guy wire tensioners

Tracking Azimuth/elevation

Wind Maximum (while operating) 14 m/s

Wind Maximum (while stowing) 22 m/s

Wind Maximum (survival) 44 m/s

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 178.6 kW t at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 78.7%

Year 1984

Number Built 3

........................................Manufacturer ........................................................................Scho!a!_c.hBer_qermann_und Partner, Stutt_ao_,_Germany_(_s_steminteg[ator) ...........

Source: SBP(1991 )
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Figure 5-6. Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 17-m single-facet concentrator.
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Table 5-7. Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 7.5-m Single-Facet Concentrator

Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner downsized their 17-m stretched-membrane concentrator, modified the method of
preshaping the reflector membrane, and changed its tracking from az-el to polar. They have constructed six units: one proto-
type facility at the University of Stuttgart (now dismantled), three at the Plataforma Solar in Almer[a, Spain, one at Pforzheim,
Germany, and one for dish/Stirling testing at the ZSW in Stuttgart.
DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 7.5 m

Total Reflective Area (proiected) 44. _8 m 2 (does not include receiver shaded area or seam weld area)

Focal Length 4.5 m

Focal Ratio, f/d 0.60

Receiver Aperture (design) 130 mm

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 4000

REFLECTOR

Number of Facets 1

Facet Design Two sheet-steel membranes stretched across a ring. One is plastically
deformed to desired shape by applying negative pressure behind the
membrane, and using water above the surface. Shape is maintained by
partial vacuum between the membranes.

Size of Facet 7.5 m diameter x 1.2 mm thick

Membrane 0.23 mm stainless steel

Reflective Surface Back-silvered 0.7-ram glass bonded onto sheet steel

Reflectance (initial) 94%

Nominal Slope Error 1.3 to 1.8 mrad

STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Membrane/ring-pin-mounted to frame with guy wire tensioners.

Tracking Polar drive

Stow Position Face-down

Time to Stow 3 min.

Wind Maximum (while operating) 14 m/s

Wind Maximum (survival) 44 m/s

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 36.2 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 82%

Peak Optical Concentration Ratio ~12,000

Year 1989

Number Built 6

Manufacturer Schlaich Bergermann und Partner, Stuttgart, Germany
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Table 5-8. Solar Kinetics 7.m Prototype Single.Facet Concentrator

! Incorporated (SKI) designed and built a 7-m dish under a multiphase contract to support this effort. Solar Kinetics is currently
designing an 11-m dish that is large enough to power a 25-kW Stirling engine.

DESIGN

Aperture Diameter 6.6 m

Focal Length 3.9 m

Focal Ratio, f/d 0.60

REFLECTOR

Number of Facets 1

Facet Design A preformed stainless steel membrane is stretched across a ring. Shape is
maintained by a partial vacuum between the membranes. The membranes
and ring are supported by a central hub and spokes, similar in concept to a
bicycle wheel.

Reflective Surface Aluminized polymer (prototype only) held to preshaped 0.1-mm stainless steel
membrane by the same vacuum that stabilizes the membrane.

Nominal Slope Error 2.3 mrad

STRUCTURE

Facet A preformed stainless steel membrane stretched across a ring. The rear
membrane is a polymer composite cloth. Shape is maintained by a partial
vacuum between the membranes.

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 23.3 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 67% (prototype only) significant improvement expected for commercial
design.

Peak Optical Concentration Ratio 5500

Year 1990

Number Built 1

Manufacturer Solar Kinetics Inc., Dallas, Texas, USA

Source: Solar Kinetics, Inc. (1991 ); Grossman et al. (1992); Mancini (1991 )
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Table 5.9. Cummins Power Generation CPG.460 Multifaceted Concentrator

' A multifaceted dish wasdeveioped ior solar thermal power applications by LaJetEnergy Company of Abilene, Texas,in the early
1980s. A field of 700 of them were installed in Warner Springs,California, and used asthermal collectors. Cummins Power
Generation Co. of Columbus, Indiana, hasmodified this design for application to their 7.5-kWe dishlStirling system.Currently,
there are four of these modified designson-test: two in Abilene, Texas,one in Lancaster,Pennsylvania,and one in Pomona,
California. In addition, one is in operation at Aisin Seiki'sresearchfacility near Valbonne, France,and three more are being
installed at the Aisin SeikiMiyako Island Project. Fourteen more concentrators are to besited around the United Stateswlthln the
next two yearsaspart of the DishlStlrling Joint Venture Program with Sandia Natlonal Laboratories.
DESIGN

Dish Diameter 9.6 m (max.), 7.3 m (equivalent)
Total ReflectiveArea 43.8 m2

ProjectedArea 41.5 m2

FocalLength 5.38 m

ReceiverAperture (design) 178 mm

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 1670
FACETS

Number of Facets 24

FacetDesign Two polymer membranes stretched acrossa ring. Shapeis maintained by
partial vacuum between the membranes.

FacetDiameter 1.524 m

FacetFocalRatio, fld 3.64

ReflectiveSurface Aluminized polymer film (0.18 mm or 7 mils)
Reflectance 85% (initial), 78% (weathered)

Nominal SlopeError 1.5 mrad
STRUCTURE

FacetSupport Structure Spaceframe of structural steel tubing

Tracking Polardrive

Wind Maximum (while operating) 15.6 mls

Wind Maximum (survival) 42.5 mls
Time to Defocus -30 sec

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 34 kWt at I000 Wlm 2 insolation

Optical Efficiency 78%

PeakOptical Concentration Ratio 5500
Year 1990

Number Built 6 (and 17 planned)

Manufacturer Cummins Power Generation Inc., Columbus, Indiana, USA

Source:Kubo (I 992) and Beanand Diver (1992)
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Table 5-10. DOE Faceted Stretched.Membrane Dish

In an effort begun in 1989, Sandia National Laboratories is developing a dish using multiple stretched-membrane facets
(Mancini, 1991). The approach is to use twelve 3-m-diameter stretched-membrane facets having an f/d ratio of approximately 3.
The goal for facet slope error is 2.5 milliradians. Two approaches to facet design are being used. One is to elastically deform the
facet using uniform air pressure loading. The other is to use a combination of uniform (air) and nonuniform (hydrostatic)
pressure to plastically form the surface, and use a slight vacuum to maintain it. The reflective surface is a silvered acrylic film in
both cases. Fabrication and testing of the first prototypes began at Sandia in 1992.

DESIGN

Equivalent Dish Diameter 10.4 m

Total Power 70 kW t

Optical Efficiency ~0.88

Number of Facets 12

Total Reflective Area 84.8 m 2

Dish Focal Length 9.0 m

Geometric Concentration Ratio -1500 to 2000

Peak Flux (predicted) -3500 suns

FACET_

Design Stainlesssteel membranes attached to a steel ring; either preformed or
elastically formed.

Diameter 3.0 m

f/d range 2.8 to 3.0

Reflective Surface 3M ECP305 silvered acrylic film

Reflectivity 0.93 when new

Nominal Slope Error 1.2 to 3.5 mrad (measured)

Design/Manufacture Science Applications International (SAIC) (elastically formed membranes)
Solar Kinetics (SKI) (preformed membranes)

TRACKING STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Made from welded steel shapes.

Pedestal Tapered steel tube.

Tracking Elevation/Azimuth

Pointing Accuracy 1.72 milliradians at 27 miles per hour (goal)

Emergency Off-Sun Tracking 12 seconds

Design WG Associates, Dallas, TX, USA

Manufacturer TIW, Albuquerque, NM, USA

Source: Mancini (1993)
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Table 5-11. HTC Solar Research Concentrator

The HTC Solar Research concentrator is an off-axis paraboloid, foil-type lightweight mirror that tracks around a parabolic
mounting and concentrates solar radiation to a fixed position. The entire mirror consists of exocentric paraboloid segments with
wind latches to secure each section during high winds. In addition to dish/Stirling applications, HTC Solar Research plans to
market their concentrator for mechanical energy, process heat, chemical reaction, and heat storage applications.

DESIGN

Aperture Area 14 m 2

Total Reflective Area 20 m2

Focal Length 2.7 m

Receiver Aperture (design) 90 mm

Concentration Ratio (geometric) 1400

FACETS

Number of Facets 6

Facet Design Two polymer membranes stretched across four-sided contoured frame.
Shape maintained by partial vacuum between the membranes.

STRUCTURE

Facet Support Structure Space frame

Tracking Polar about fixed focus

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 6.7 kWt at 800 W/m 2

i Number Built 3

i_... Manufacturer HTC Solar Forschungs-Centrum GmbH, L6rrach-Haagen, Germany
Source: Mitzel (1992)
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Chapter 6: Receivers
In most Stirling engines, the working gas is heated as it (refluxing) to repeat the process. The heat-transfer fluid

passes through an array of small tubes or fins that are is usually a liquid metal.

heated externally. The function of the receiver is to

efficiently transfer concentrated solar heat from the Two reflux receiver concepts are used to transport liquid

dish to the Stirling engine's working fluid, metal to the absorber: either the absorber surface is

always immersed in a pool of liquid (pool-0oiler re-

ceiver) or a wick draws the liquid metal up from a sm_ll

Directly Illuminated Tube Receivers sump to wet the absorber surface (heat-pipe receiver).

The advantages of the reflux receiver are its extremely

In the early dish/Stirling receiver designs, the geometry high rates of heat transfer (rates as high as 800 W/cm2

oftheStirlingengine'sheatertubeswasmodifiedsothat have been demonstrated in other heat-pipe applica-

they could more readily absorb the direct solar flux. This tions), permitting smaller receivers, and nonuniformity

approach, the directly illuminated tube receiver, is straight- in concentrator flux profiles. Higher engine efficiencies

forward and has been used successfully in the majority are possible because of smaller differences between peak

of dish/Stirling systems. The United Stirling of Sweden temperature and engine working gas temperature, corn- L

AB (USAB) 4-95 receiver used in the Vanguard and pared to tube receivers. Also, the use of an intermediate

McDonnell Douglas dish/Stirling systems (Figures 6-1a heat-transfer fluid decouples the design of the concen-

and 6olb, Table 6-1"), the German/Saudi USAB 4-275 trator from the engine. This makes it possible to design

receiver (Figure 6-2, Table 6-2), the Schlaich, Bergermann receivers to be more efficient while at the same time

und Partner (SBP)V-160 receiver (Figure 6-3, Table 6-3), the optimizing the Stirling engine design.

Aisin Seiki Miyako Island NS30A receiver (Figure 6-4,

Table 6-4), and the STM/Detroit Diesel 4-120 (STM4-120) An added benefit is that it is easier to add a gas burner

receiver (Figure 6-5, Table 6-5) are examples of directly for hybrid solar/fossil-fuel operation. Combined fossil-

illuminated heater tube receivers, fuel and solar operation permits a reliable supply of

electricity at the times it is needed by the user.

Reflux Receivers Pool-BoilerReceivers
Three prototype liquid-metal reflux pool-boiler receivers

Because of the inherent nonuniformities of concen- (see Figures 6-6 through 6-8 and Tables 6-6 through 6-8)

trated sunlight, directly illuminated heater tubes can have been designed and tested by Sandia National

experience temperature gradients from front to back Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico. In these

and along the tube length that degrade performance tests, the high performance of these receivers has

and limit life. In addition, directly illuminated tube been proven. Moreno et al. (1993a and 1993b_ and

receivers require highly accurate concentrators to pro- Andraka et al. (1992) provide summaries of these

duce reasonably uniform incident solar flux distribu- designs and test results.
tions and generally result in performance compromises

in the engine and receiver designs. To avoid the prob- Heat-Pipe Receivers

lems associated with directly heating the Stirling engine's A number of heat-pipe receivers have been designed and

heater tubes, the reflux receiver is being developed for are being tested for dish/Stirling application. Andraka et

dish/Stirling systems. In a reflux receiver, an intermedi- al. (1993) summarizes the development and testing of

ate heat-transfer fluid vaporizes on the receiver absorber this type of receiver.
surface, and condenses on the engine heater tubes,

thereby transferring heat at almost constant tern- The principal advantage of the heat-pipe receiver over

perature. The condensed liquid returns by gravity the pool boiler is the added safety associated with

* Parameters presented in the tables in this chapter are defined and discussed in Chapter 3. Note that aperture diameter
and flux are to a large extent established by concentrator design.
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smaller inventories of liquid-metal heat-transfer fluid, both polar and azimuth-elevation tracking drives, while

Because it has less thermal mass than the pool boiler, the pool boiler receivers are generally limited to azimuth-

heat-pipe receiver responds more rapidly to insolation elevation drives.
transients. Heat loss associated with transient cloud

cover is therefore less with the heat-pipe receiver. On Cummins Power Generation uses heat-pipe receivers

the other hand, the heat-pipe receiver has an increased (Figures 6-8 and 6-9, Tables 6-8 and 6-9) on their 7.S-

number of thermal stress cycles on the receiver and kW e(3S-kWt)system and 7S-kWt systems. Dynatherm

engine during cloudy days, and a greater variation Jr: has developed a screen-wick heat-pipe receiver (Fig-

output power, ure 6-10 and Table 6-10). Also, the German Aerospace

Research Establishment (DLR) has designed and tested

In addition, the heat pipe receiver more readily allows a heat-pipe receiver for the Schlaich, Bergermann

operation with the polar drive concentrator drive mecha- und Partner V-160 system (Figures 6-11 and 6-12,

nism. As a result, heat pipe receivers can be used with Tables 6-11 and 6-12).

Regenerator
Cylinder

i

ReceiverBody
(StirlingHeater)

•.t------- 42

Ceramic
Shield

20cm_ Thermal
Insulation

Aperture(Focal
Plane)

_"-_.... Ceram,cCone

"_ 125°

Figure 6- l a. Vanguard I receiver. Note water-cooled aperture protection shutters on either side.
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Figure 6-lb. United Stirling 4-95 engine with MDAC receiver.

Table 6-1. United Stirling 4-95 Receiver (Vanguard and MDAC)

[Th-e heater head of the United Stirling AB (USAB) 4-95 engine was incorporated into a cavity and used in both the 1
l • , • , ,

IVanguard and the McDonnell Douglas dlsh/Stlrhng systems. Fwe different heater tube configurations were tested at the lIJet Propulsion Laboratory in attempts to optimize their design for solar applications.

DESIGN !
i Type Directly illuminated heater tube 1

! Aperture Diameter 200 mm
Absorber Diameter 450 mm

Absorber Design Four quadrants of 18 hairpin-shaped tubes made of N155 or Inconel
625.

Peak Flux on Absorber Surface 75 W/cm 2 (Vanguard), 78 W/cm 2 (MDAC)

Thermal Input Power (max.) 74 kW

Expected Life 16,000 hours @ 720°C gas temp.

Normal Operating Temperature
(tube shaded side) 720°C

Gas Operating Temperature
(for Vanguard performance record) 760 °

Max. Tube (front-side) Temperature 810°C (Vanguard only)

Aperture Protection Water-cooled pneumatically actuated shutters (Vanguard only)
PERFORMANCE

Temperature Variations Along Tubes 150°C (max)

Temperature Variations Between
Quadrants 100°C (max)

Temperature Variations Across Tubes 100°C (max)

Output (thermal) 62 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

Receiver Thermal Efficiency 90%
Year 1984

Number Built 10

Manufacturer United Stirlinq of Sweden AB, Malm6, Sweden .............................

Source: Droher and Squier (I 986); Livingston (I 98.5); Lopez and Stone (I 992); Washom et al. (I 984)
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Figure 6-2. United Stirling 4-275 receiver (German/Saudi project).

Table 6-2. United StMing 4-275 Receiver (German/Saudi Project)

The heater head of the United Stirling AB (USAB)4-275 engine wassurrounded by an insulated cone wind protector.
This receiver is a directly illuminated tube receiver.The absorber consistsof many small-diameter heater tubes located
in the backof the cavity that absorb the concentrated sunlight. An insulated aperture cone provideswind protection
for the absorber.

DESIGN

1 Type Directly illuminated heater tube

Aperture Diameter 700 mm
' Cone Diameter 2000 mm

Absorber Diameter 700 mm

PeakFlux on Absorber Surface 50 W/cm 2

Thermal Input Power (max.) 179 kW

PeakTube (front-side) Temperature 800°C

Oper. Temp. (tube shaded side) 720°C

GasTemperature (high) 620°C
i PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 142.6 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

ReceiverEfficiency 80%
Year 1984

Number Built 2

Manufacturer United Stirlinq of SwedenA__B_M_de_n ............................................
Source: Schiel(I 992)
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Figure 6-3. Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner V. 160 receiver installed in system (left photo) and apart from system
(right photo).

Table 6-3. Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner V-160 Receiver

A directly illuminated heater tube receiver is used in the Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner (SBP)engine modules in
their test systemsat Almerfa, Pforzheim, and Stuttgart. The heater head of the V-160 engine was redesignedto provide
for better solarabsorber design.
DESIGN

Type Directly illuminated heater tube
Aperture Diameter 120 mm

PeakFlux on Absorber Surface 80 W/cm 2

Thermal Input Power 36.2 kW

PeakTube (front-side) Temperature 850°C

Operating Temperature
(tube shaded side) 750°C

GasTemperature (high) 630°C
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 31.1 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation

ReceiverEfficiency 86%
Year 1991

Number Built 10

Manufacturer Solo Kleinmotoren, Sindelfingen_._
Source:Schiel (1992)
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...........___--- --Solar Receiver.

Figure 6-4. Aisin Seiki Miyako Island NS30A receiver.

Table 6-4. Aisin Seiki Miyako NS30A Island Receiver

The heater tubes of the Aisin Seiki NS30A engine are enclosed in an insulated cavity both for the Kariya test system and
the system to be installed on Miyako Island.

DESIGN

Type Directly illuminated heater tube

Aperture Diameter 185 mm

Absorber Diameter 320 mm

Thermal Input Power (max.) 53 kW (Miyako Island)

Peak Tube (front-side) Temperature 780°C

Operating Temperature
(tube shaded side) 750_C I

Gas Temperature (high) 683°C

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 35 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation (Miyako Island)

Receiver Efficiency 65%

Year 1992

Number Built 3

Manufacturer Aisin Seiki, Ltd., Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture, Japan

Source: Momose (1992)
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Figure 5-5, Stirling Thermal Motors 4-120 (STM4-120) direct illumination receiver

Table 6-5. Stirling Thermal Motors 4-120 (STM4-120) Direct Illumination Receiver

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................... 1

The heater head of the Stirling Thermal Motors engine has been incorporated into a directly illuminated heater tube j
_iver. t

DESIGN t

illuminated heater tube !Type Directly

Aperture Diameter 220 mm ,I
Absorber Diameter 400 mm I

Absorber Design Tube bank absorber !
Peak Flux on Absorber Surface 75 W/cm 2 i

Gas Temperature (high) 720°C i

Maximum Tube Temperature 800°C l
IPERFORMANCE t

Receiver Thermal Efficiency (peak) 90% tI
Year 1992 t

tNumber Built 1

Manufacturer Stirling Thermal Motors, Ann Arbor, MI, USA i

Source: Godett (1993b)
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Figure 6-6. Sandia National Lo'_uratories pool-boiler receiver.

Table 6-6. Sandia National Laboratories Pool-Boiler Receiver

This prototype liquid sodium reflux pool boiler was designed and tested by Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, in 1989. The receiver was operated on-sun for over 50 hours before it failed.

DESIGN

Type Pool-boiler reflux

Aperture Diameter 220 mm

Absorber Diameter 410 mm

Absorber Design Spherical shell of 0.81-mm-thick 316L stainless steel, 35 artificial
cavities* drilled into back to stabilize boiling.

Peak Flux on Absorber Surface 75 W/cm 2

Thermal Input Power (design) 75 kW

HEAT-TRANSFERFLUID

Heat Transfer Fluid Sodium

Operating Temperature 800°C
i

Fluid Inventory 5.77 kg

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 62 kWt at 1000 W/m 2 insolation (demonstrated throughput)

Receiver Thermal Efficiency >90% at 800°C

Year 1989

Number Built 2

Manufacturer Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Source: Andraka et al. (1992)

* Another version of this receiver without the additional drilled cavities was tested in 1993 (Moreno et al., 1993a).
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Figure 6.7. Sandia National Laboratories second-generation pool-boiler receiver.

Table 6-7. Sandia National Laboratories Second-Generation Pool-Boiler Receiver

I hisprototype liquid sodium-potassium alloy reflux pool boiler wasdesigned and tested by SandiaNational Laborato-
ries,Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1993. The receiverwas operated on-sun for over 12 hours without any of the
restart problems that eventually causedthe failure of the first design.
DESIGN

Type Pool-boiler reflux

Aperture Diameter 220 mm
Absorber Diameter 458 mm

Absorber Design Sphericalshell of 0 89-mm-thick Haynesalloy 230, 0.76-mm-thick
powder-metal coating brazed to the back to stabilize boiling.

PeakFlux on Absorber Surface* 61 W/cm 2

Thermal Input Power(design) 75 kW
HEAT-TRANSFERFLUID

HeatTransfer Fluid Sodium-potassium alloy NaK-78

Operating Temperature 750°C

Fluid Inventory 8.85 kg
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal)* 60.7 kWt at 964 W/m 2 insolation (demonstrated throughput)

ReceiverThermal Efficiency* >92% at 750'_Cand 964 W/m2 insolation
Year 1993

Number Built 1

Manufacturer SandiaNational Laboratories, Albuquer_que,NewMexic0, USA........................................
Source:Moreno et al. (1993a and 1993b)

*-Preliminary. ..........
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Figure 6-8. Cummins/Thermacore 35-kW t heat-pipe receiver.

Table 6-8. Cummins/Thermacore35-kWt Heat-Pipe Receiver

Cummins Power Generation, Inc., has incorporated a Thermacore heat-pipe receiver as part of their 7.5-kW e dish/Stirling

system. Three units have been tested with calorimeters and two of these units are currently under on-sun testing with
engines. A total of 17 dish/Stirling systems incorporating this receiver will be tested over the next 3 years.
!DESIGN

Type Heat-pipe reflux

Aperture Diameter 1 78 mm

Absorber Diameter 416 mm

Absorber Design 0.8-ram-thick Haynes 230 alloy absorber with sintered nickel powder
wick. Two circumferential arteries and no radial arteries.

Peak Flux on Absorber Surface

(nominal) 30 W/cm 2

HEAT-TRANSFER FLUID

Heat-Transfer Fluid Sodium

: Operating Temperature 675°C (sodium vapor temperature)

Fluid Inventory 1.5 kg

PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 42 kWt (demonstrated throughput)

Receiver Thermal Efficiency 86%

Year 1990

Number Built 5 plus 15 more under fabrication

Manufacturer Thermacore, Inc., Lancaster, Pennsylvania, USA

Source: Dussinger (1991 )
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Figure 6-9. Cummins/Thermacore 75-kWt heat-pipe receiver.

Table 6-9. Cummins/Thermacore 75-kWt Heat-Pipe Receiver

Cummins Power Generation and Thermacore, Inc., teamed to develop a heat-pipe receiver to demonstrate the potential
of this concept for 25-kWedish/Stirling systems.The receiver wastested on Sandia'sTest BedConcentrator. Two more
of these receiversare being built for Sandia,one of which will be testedwith a calorimeter, the other with a 4-cylinder
Stirling engine.
DESIGN

Type Heat-pipe reflux

Aperture Diameter 220 mm
Absorber Diameter 508 mm

Absorber Design 0.8-ram-thick Haynes230 alloy absorber with sintered nickel powder
wick. Full hemisphere. Redundantcircumferential arteries. Conden
satedirected to wick rather than pool.

Thermal Input Power 75 kWt (design)

58 kWt (demonstrated, dish limited)

PeakFlux on Absorber (nominal) 35 W/cm2
HEAT-TRANSFERFLUID

Heat-TransferFluid Sodium

Operating Temperature 750°C (design)
820°C (max).

Fluid Inventory 2.9 kg
PERFORMANCE

Output (thermal) 50 kWt (demonstrated, dish-limited)
Year 1993

, Number Built 1 plus 2 more under fabrication

................. M.anufact__ure r .........................................................T.he,rma_.ore;..!.n_c.,Lancaster,pennsy.!van!a,USA...................................................
Source:Andraka et al. (1993)
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Figure 6-10. Dynatherm heat.pipe receiver.

Table 6-10. Dynatherm Heat-Pipe Receiver

}
Dynatherm developed a screen-wickheat-pipe receiverin support of the Cummins PowerGeneration 4-kW edish/ [
Stirling system. The heat pipe was limit-tested on Sandia'sTest BedConcentrator. l
DESIGN I

1

Type Heat-pipe reflux [
1

Aperture Diameter 220 mm i
Absorber Diameter 410 mm [

Absorber Design 0.81-mm-thick 316L stainlesssteelwith a composite screenwick I!
structure. Aft dome sponge artery, refluxing to wick surface. I

Thermal Input Power 45 kWt (demonstrated) I

PeakFlux on Absorber (nominal) 35 W/cm2 !HEAT-TRANSFERFLUID

Heat-TransferFluid Sodium {

Operating Temperature 750°C [
!

Fluid Inventory 520 g I
PERFORMANCE i

Output (thermal) 27.5 kWt (demonstrated) i
Year 1991-1992 [

Number Built 1 {
................................................M,anufa_CtUrer..........................................................................Dyna.!herm, CockeYsv!,!!"e,_,Ma.r)z,!andLUsA............................................................ I
Source:Andraka et al. (1992)
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184 mm

Figure 6-11. German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR) V- 160 heat-pipe receiver (Mod 1).

Table 6-11. German Aerospace Research Establishment (DLR) V-160 Heat-Pipe Receiver (Mod 1)

A prototype heat-pipe receiver was designed for a V-160 Stirling engine by the German Aerospace Research Establish-
ment (DLR) in Stuttgart. The unit was tested on a 7.5-meter Schlaich, Bergerman und Partner (SBP) stretched-membrane
dish at the SBPtest facility in Stuttgart.

DESIGN

Type Heat-pipe reflux

Aperture Diameter 120, 130, 140 mm (modified during testing)

Absorber Cavity Diameter 240 mm

Absorber Design Deep cone with eight layers of 150 mesh Inconel 600 screen. 24 axial
strips enhance axial flow.

Thermal Input Power (max.) 40 kWt

Peak Flux on Absorber Surface 54 W/cm 2 (theoretical)

HEAT-TRANSFERFLUID

Heat-Transfer Fluid Sodium

Operating Temperature 650 to 850°C

Fluid Inventory 1 kg

PERFORMANCE

Receiver Thermal Efficiency >83%

Year 1990

Number Built 1

i Manufacturer DLR, Stuttgart, Germany and Institut fur Kemtechnik und
i Energiewandlung e.V, Germany; Univ. of Stuttgart (heat-pipe wick
! design and manuf,_cture), Germany
i ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Source: Laing and Goebel (1991)
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Figure 6-12. GermanAerospaceResearchEstablishment (DLR)V.150 heat-pipe receiver(Mud 2).

Table6-12. GermanAerospaceResearchEstablishment (DLR)V-160 Heat.Pipe Receiver(Mud 2)

A second prototype heat-pipe receiver was designed for the V-160 engine by the German Aerospace Research Establishment
(DLR). Called the Mud 2, it was designed with production simplification in mind in addition to a more elastic connection
between the receiver and the engine, and the added safety of double-wall containment between the high-pressure helium and
liquid sodium. The receiver has been tested on-sun with the Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 7.5-meter stretched-membrane
dish at the Plataforma Solar international test facility in Almerfa, Spain.
DESIGN

Type Heat-pipe reflux

Aperture Diameter 140 mm

Engine Heater Tubing Configuration Annular heat pipe with engine heater tubes wrapped around
grooves in outside shell and brazed.

Absorber Design 2-ram-thick Iconel 625 alloy absorber with screen wick spot welded
to heat pipe walls.

Thermal Input Power (max) 32 kWt

Peak Flux on Absorber Surface 55 W/m 2

Helium Operating Temperature 700°C

HEAT-TRANSFER FLUID

Heat-Transfer Fluid Sodium

Operating Temperature 820°C

Fluid Inventory 400 g

Temperature Difference 120°C (helium to heat-pipe)
PERFORMANCE t

Efficiency 86% to 90% (estimated)

Year 1990 i

Number Built 1
!

Manufacturer DLR, Stuttgart, Germany and Institut fur Kemtechnik und t
Energiewandlung e.V, Germany; Univ. of Stuttgart (heat-pipe wick i
design and manufacture), Germany

Source: Goebe and Laing (1993)
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Chapter 7: Engines

Kinematic Stirling Engines Free-Piston Stirling Engine/Converters

Most dish/Stirling systems to date have incorporated A number of companies are currently developing free-

kinematic Stirling engines where both the power piston piston engines. The free-piston Stirling engine has only

and the displacer (or in the case of the V-16O engine, the two moving parts, the displacer and the power piston,

compression and the expansion pistons) are mechani- which bounce back and forth between springs. A linear

cally (kinematically) linked to a rotating power output alternator is attached to the power piston to extract

shaft. In most kinematic engines, a rotating crankshaft work from the cycle. In free-piston engines, the timing

is driven bythe reciprocating motion of the pistons. The of the pistons, phase angle between pistons, and stroke

crankshaft provides timing of the piston motion, main- are defined by the dynamics of the system. The pistons

tains the phase angles required to sustain engine opera- are system masses; a spring force is provided by

tion, limits piston stroke, and pi 0vides a mechanism for hydrodynamic gas springs or mechanical springs.

extracting power from the engine. The notable excep- The engines operate at the natural frequency of the
tion to this general configuration uses a swashplate mass-spring system.
instead of a crankshaft.

A linear alternator is incorporated into the power piston

The pistons are connected to the crankshaft by an upper to extract power from the engine. Because electricity is

connecting rod, a crosshead, and a lower connecting generated internally, there are no sliding seals to the

rod. The crosshead is a mechanism that slides back and high-pressure region of the engine, and no oil lubrica-

forth between parallel constraints. This eliminates the tion is required. These designs promise long lifetimes

sideways motion on the piston. The upper connecting with minimal maintenance. The 9-kW engine and its

rod is attached to the crosshead and has only a linear 6-kW prototype used by Cummins Power Generation

motion. The critical sealing between the high-pressure are of this type; illustration and specifications for this

and low-pressure regions of the engine can now be unit are provided in "Fable 7-6 and Figure 7-6.
created using a simple sliding seal on the upper connect-

ing rod. This design also keeps most of the lubricated

surfaces in the low-pressure region of the engine, reduc-

ing the possibility of fouling the heat exchange surfaces

in the high-pressure region of the engine.

Most of the engines used in dish/Stirling applications to

date are kinematic. These include the United Stirling AB

(USAB) 4-95 engine (Table 7-1,* Figure 7-1) and the

USAB 4-275 engine (Figure 7-2, Table 7-2), the Stirling

Power Systems (SPS)/Solo V-160 engine (Figure 7-3,

Table 7-3), the Aisin Seiki NS30A engine (Table 7-4,

Figure 7-4), and the StiFling Thermal Motors STM4-120

engine ('Fable 7-5, Figure 7-5).

* Parameterspresented in the tables in this chapter are defined and discussedin Chapter 3.
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Table 7-1. United Stirling 4-95 MKII Stirling Engine

United Stirling AB (USAB) of Maim6, Sweden, converted their 4-95 engine to operate on a dish/Stirling system. A number of
tests of different versions of this engine were done on the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Test Bed Concentrator and the Vanguard
concentrator. The final version (MK II) was installed on both the Vanguard I system and the McDonnell Douglas dish/Stirling
systems. The Vanguard I system still holds the world's record for conversion of solar energy to electricity of 29.4%.
DESIGN

Power (rated) 25 kW @ 1800 rpm (52 kW @ 4,000 rpm)

Number of Cylinders 4, parallel in square configuration

Stirling Configuration Four-piston, double-acting

Displaced Volume* 4 x 95 cm 3

Swept Volume* 540 cm 3

Bore 55 mm

Stroke 40 mm

Heater 4 x 18 tubes @ 260 mm long, 3 mm diameter

Regenerators 4 x 2 @ 44 mm long, 57 mm diameter, holding 200 mesh stainless steel
wire screens.

Cooler 4 x 2 x 200 tubes, 90 mm long

Cooling System Glycol-water / forced-air radiator

Drive Mechanism Dual crankshafts with crossheads driving single contra-rotating output
shaft.

Working Gas Hydrogen (helium optional)

Mean Gas Pressure (max.) 20 MPa

Gas Containment Leningrader piston rod seal (preloaded trapezoidal Rulon TM ring)

Gas Temperature (high) 720°C

Coolant Temperature (max.) 50°C

Power Control Variable working gas pressure

Envelope (including receiver) Length - 550 mm

Width - 450 mm

Height - 400 mm

Weight - 330 kg

ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR

Type Induction Motor/Generator

Manufacturer Reliance Electric

Rating 22.5 kW @ 1800 rpm, 480 Vac, 60 Hz, 0.90 pf
PERFORMANCE

Output (electrical) 27.1 kWe @ 1800 rpm / 1000 W/m 2

Efficiency 41% @ 1800 rpm (engine/alternator)

Year 1984

Number Built Numerous, approx. 15 for solar applications

Manufacturer United Stirling of Sweden AB, Maim6, Sweden

Source: Washom et al. (1984); Droher and Squier (1986)

* "Displaced volume" refers to the volume displaced by a single piston during its maximum stroke. "Swept volume" refers to
the difference between the minimum gas volume and the maximum gas volume. In Figure 3-3, swept volume is the difference
between volumes 1,4 and 2,3. For single-piston engines, these volumes are the same. For dual-piston engines or double-acting
engines, when the strokes are out of phase, the swept volume between the two pistons will be greater than the displaced
volume of any one piston.
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Figure 7-1. United Stirling 4-95 MKII Stirling engine.
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Figure7-2. UnitedStMing 4-275 Stirling engine.

Table 7-2. United Stirling 4-275 Stirling Engine

The United Stirling AB (USAB) 4-275 engine is the largest engine applied to dish/Stirling systems. Mounted on the SBP 17-meter
concentrator, two of these engines were tested as part of a joint German/Saudi Arabian dish/Stirling development project.
DESIGN

Power (rated) 50 kW @ 1500 rpm (118 kW @ 2600 rpm)

Number of Cylinders 4, parallel in square configuration

Stirling Configuration Four-piston, double-acting

Displaced Volume 4 x 275 cm 3

Swept Volume 1560 cm 3

Cooling System Water/forced air radiator

Drive Mechanism Dual crankshafts with crossheads

Working Gas Hydrogen

Mean Gas Pressure (max.) 15 MPa

Gas Temperature (high) 620 C

Gas Containment Leningrader piston rod seal

Coolant Temperature (max.) 65 C

Power Control Variable working gas pressure

PERFORMANCE

Output (electrical) 52.5 kWe @ 1500 rpm / 1000 W/m 2

Efficiency 42% @ 1500 rpm
Year 1984

Number Built Nine, two for solar applications

............................................Ma.nufa_£ture.[................................................................U.n!t ed..st!d_!ng._of.Swede.n AB,._Ma!m.6,s w eden ..................................................

Source: SBP(1991); Schiel (1992)
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Figure 7-3. StMtng PowerSystems/SoloV-160 Stifling engine.

Table 7-3. Stifling Power Systems/SoloV.160 Stirling Engine

Designed by United Stifling (Sweden) and originally manufactured by Stirling Power Systems (now defunct), the V-160 engine is
currently part of the Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 7.5-meter dish system currently under test at the Plataforma Solar in
Almer[a, Spain, and in Germany. Engines for this system will be manufactured by Solo Kleinmotoren of Sindelfingen, Germany.
DESIGN

Power (rated) 9 kW @ 1500 rpm (15 kW max. @ 3600 rpm)

Number of Cylinders 1 compression (cold) and 1 expansion (hot)

Stirling Configuration Double-cylinder, 90 ° V

Displaced Volume (power piston) 160 cm 3

Swept Volume 226 cm 3

Bore 68 mm

Stroke 44 mm

Cooling System Water/forced-air radiator

Drive Mechanism Single crankshaft with crossheads

Working Gas Helium

Mean Gas Pressure (max.) 15 MPa

Gas Temperature (high) 630<_C

Power Control Variable working gas pressure

Envelope (including receiver) Length - 585 mm; Width - 610 mm; Height - 585 mm

Weight (bare) 137 kg

PERFORMANCE

Output (electrical) 9 kWe @ 1500 rpm / 1000 W/m 2

Efficiency 30% @ 1500 rpm

Year 1991

Number Built Approx. 150, ten for solar applications.

Manufacturer Stirling Power Systems, Ann Arbor, Michigan (now defunct).

Solo Kleinmotoren, Sindelfingen, Germany.

Source: Monahan and Clinch (1988)
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Table 7-4. Aisin Seiki NS30A Stirling Engine

_Aisin Seiki_Co_/Lt.dii-_ofKariya city, iapan, buiil:-the NS3OA _30._kwengine _(under ifhe japanese government;s New Eneigy and ;i
Industrial Development Organization [NEIDO] project). Aisin has modified one of these engines for solar operation and has beenl
testing it on a McDonnell Douglas Corporation (MDAC) dish at their test facility in Kariya City. Aisin has derated this engine
from its nameplate rating, and is currently installing three of these engines on CPG-460 concentrators at a dish/Stirling electric
power project on Miyako Island, south of Okinawa.

DESIGN

Power (rated) 30 kW @ _500 rpm (52 kW @ 4000 rpm)

Power (Miyako System) 8.5 kW @ 1500 rpm

Number of Cylinders 4, paral!el in square configuration

Stirling Configuration Four-piston, double-acting

Displaced Volume 4 x 147 cm 3

Swept Volume 831 cm 3

Bore 60 mm

Stroke 52.4 mm

Heater 18 closed-fin hairpin tubes per cylinder, 6.5 mm o.d./3.5 mm i.d. HastelloyX.

Regenerators Pressed wire mesh

Cooler 37 inner/outer finned aluminum tubes per cylinder, 6.5 mm o.d./5.1 mm i.d.

Cooling System Water

Drive Mechanism Swashplate (fixed angle) driven rotary shaft

Working Gas Helium i

Mean Gas Pressure (max.) 14.5 MPa

Gas Temperature (high) 683°C

Gas Containment Oil-filled 3-step piston rod seals

Heater-Tube Temperature (max.) 780°C

Coolant Temperature (max.) 50_C

Power Control Variable working gas pressure

Weight 243 kg

PERFORMANCE

Output (electrical) 20 kWe @ 1500 rpm (derated to 8.5 kW for solar application)

Efficiency 25% @ 1500 rpm

Year 1989

Number Built 1 (Kariya), 3 (Miyako Island)

Manufacturer Aisin Seiki, Kariya City, Aichi Prefecture, Japan

Source: Momose (1992)
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Figure 7-4. Aisin Seiki NS30A Stirling engine.
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Table 7-5. Stirring Thermal Motors STM4-120 Stirling Engine

Stirling Thermal Motors (STM) of Ann Arbor, Michigan, and Detroit Diesel Corporation of Detroit, Michigan, have signed a
cooperative agreement to develop, manufacture, and market the STM4-120 Stirling engine. Initially this engine will power a 20-
kW generator set and other nonsolar products. In the design of this engine, STM feels that they have a solution to three major
problems of past engine designs: sophisticated and complicated power control systems, seal design for the reciprocating piston
rods, and a large heater head that is expensive to manufacture. STM feels that, in their 4-120 engine, these problems have
been solved by (1) using a variable angle swashplate drive to regulate output power, (2) pressurizing the crankcase to reduce
pressure drop across the rod seals, and (3) designing a stacked heat exchanger heater head.

DESIGN

Power (rated) 25 kW @ 1800 rpm (52 kW @ 4500 rpm)

Number of Cylinders 4, parallel in square configuration

Stirling Configuration Four-piston, double-acting

Displaced Volume 4 x 120 cm 3

Swept Volume 680 cm 3

Bore 56 rnm

Stroke 48.5 mm (maximum)

Heater (solar) Sodium heat-pipe or directly illuminated heater tubes.

Regenerators Wire mesh

Cooling System Water/glycol

Drive Mechanism Swashplate-driven rotary shaft. Angle of swashplate can be varied from 0'_to
22° to change piston stroke.

Working Gas Helium (hydrogen is alternate)

Mean Gas Pressure (max.) 12 MPa

Gas Containment Crankcase pressurized to mean cycle pressure and power shaft sealed with a
rotating seal.

Gas Temperature (high) 720_C

Coolant Temperature (max.) 45 - 70_C

Power Control Piston stroke variation by means of variable swashplate with max. angle of
22'L

Envelope (including receiver) Length - 810 mm

Largest diameter- 400 mm (receiver), 300 mm (crankcase)

Weight - 110 kg (natural gas-fired configuration)

PERFORMANCE

Output (electrical) 26.3 kWe @ 1840 rpm (measured 9/92)

Efficiency 40 - 45% @ 1800 rpm (projected)

Year 1988

Number Built 5

Manufacturer Stirlinq Thermal Motors, Ann Arbor, Michkjan, USA

Source: STM (1990)
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Figure 7-5. 5tiding Thermal Motors STM4-720 Stifling engine. (Top photo, dynamometer test; lower photo, on-sun
test.)
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Chapter 7

Table 7-6. Cummins Power Generation 9-kW Free-Piston Stirling EngineConverter

Cummins Power Generation, Inc., along with Sunpower, Inc., of Athens, Ohio, are developing a 9-kW free-piston Stirling engine/
converter for their 7.5-kWe (net) dish/Stirling system. Seventeen of these units will be placed on test around the United States
over the next three years. Currently, a prototype 6-kW e engine is under test at three sites.
DESIGN

Power (rated) 9 kWe @ 60 Hz (prototype is 6.0 kWe)

Number of Cylinders 1

Stirling Configuration Free power piston and displacer

Stroke (max) 14.1 mm

Power Piston Bearing/Seal Static gas bearings/clearance seal

Heater Tubular heat exchanger

Regenerators Foil type

Cooler Finned

Cooling Water/glycol

Drive Mechanism Linear alternator connected directly to power piston

Working Gas Helium

Mean Gas Pressure 4 MPa

Gas Containment Pressurized casing with no moving mechanical penetrations.

Gas Temperature (high) 629°C

Heater Tube Temperature (max.) 675°C *

Envelope Length - 857 mm

Width - 505 mm (diameter)

Weight - 420 kg

ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR

Type Internal linear alternator

PERFORMANCE

Electrical Output (measured) 7.1 kWe (@ 670°C, 14.1 ram) ( 6-kW prototype)

Efficiency (engine and alternator) 33% (design), 28% (demonstrated)

Year 1992

Number Built 4 6-kWe proto,_ypes

Manufacturer Cummins Power Generation Inc., Columbus, Indiana, USA

Source: Bean and Diver (1992)

• Heat pipe internal temperature (Na vapor)
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Figure 7-6. Cummins Power Generation (CPG) 6-kW prototype free-piston Stirling engineconverter (similar in design
to the 9.kW production version).
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Attn: Vern Goldberg Alsin Seiki Co. LTI)
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Institute of Physics and Power Engineering
ZSW Attn: Dr. Yury V. Loktionov
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International Energy Agency - OCED
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